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INTRODUCTION
The California State University (CSU), the largest four-year public university system in the nation,
has historically struggled with low graduation rates (Jackson & Cook, 2016) mainly due to their
incoming students’ academic under-preparation (Hall, 2018). Similarly, the California Community
Colleges (CCC), the largest system of higher education in the United States, has faced
numerous challenges increasing their completion (associate degree/certificate and/or transfer)
rates chiefly as a result of their inherent mandate to provide remedial instruction to all students
who need it (Beach, 2012). While both systems have cycled through different approaches to
increase their completion rates, challenges related to students arriving unprepared for college
have continually beleaguered the institutions.

THE NEED
Two major roadblocks students face on their path toward college graduation are math underpreparation and the lack of a post-secondary plan. Students who matriculate into college
without being fully prepared in mathematics face a higher probability of dropping out in their
first year (Scott-Clayton & Rodriguez, 2015). Similarly, arriving on a college campus without a
cogent strategy hinders students’ progress toward graduation. This is particularly acute for
underrepresented (low-income, minority, and first-generation) college students who tend to
face multiple barriers simultaneously (Page & Scott-Clayton, 2016). Dropping out of college
exacerbates the cycle of trans-generational poverty by leaving students with educational loan
debts and no degree to show for it. It also places California in the challenging position of being
unable to address its workforce development needs. Specifically, if current trends continue, by
2030 the state will face a workforce skills gap of close to 1.1 million college educated workers
necessary to meet our economic demands (Johnson, Mejia, & Bohn, 2015).
Inadequate Mathematics Preparation
While math under-preparation greatly impacts graduation rates across the CSU system, the
problem is particularly pronounced at their broad access campuses (Jackson & Kurlaender,
2014). Two CSUs with the highest math remediation and lowest graduation rates are California
State University, Dominguez Hills (CSUDH) and California State University, Los Angeles (CSULA).
While the rate of degree completion for all majors is low, math under-preparation compounds
the issue for students attempting STEM majors (see Table 1). CSUDH and CSULA are both
designated as Hispanic Serving Institutions (HSI), meaning that their enrollment of undergraduate
full-time equivalent students is at least one-fourth Hispanic and half or more of these Hispanic
students have incomes at or 150% of the poverty line (Li & Carroll, 2007). As such, these two CSUs
serve mostly under-represented students (URS) from urban communities in Greater Los Angeles.
Table 1. CSU Fall 2017 Math Readiness and 2011 Cohort Cumulative Graduation Rates for 4, 5, and 6 Years
for All Majors and STEM.

CSUDH (All Majors)
STEM Majors
CSULA (All Majors)
STEM Majors
CSU-Wide (All Majors)
STEM Majors

Math Remediation
(Fall 2017)

4-Year
Graduation

5-Year
Graduation

6-Year
Graduation

56.9%

6.0%

29.9%

42.9%

Not available

3.5%

27.9%

39.5%

39.8%

6.5%

31.3%

47.1%

Not available

4.6%

26.7%

41.7%

25.4%

19.2%

47.3%

59.2%

Not available

15.2%

44.8%

59.1%

(California State University, 2018a, 2018b)
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It’s important to note that the CSU system last published math remediation data for the Fall 2017
freshmen cohort.
Similarly, statewide at CCCs, 80% of students arrive underprepared for college-level
mathematics with only 40% of them completing their associate degree/certificate and/or
transferring to a four-year university within six years. In contrast, of the 20% who arrive college
math ready, 72% complete their degree/certificate or transfer within six years. When the data
are disaggregated for low-income and minority students, 92% arrive unprepared with 33% of
them completing/transferring within six years (California Community Colleges, 2018; Rodriguez,
Cuellar-Mejia, & Johnson, 2018).
Students in rural communities depend particularly heavily on CCCs due to low eligibility rates for
four-year universities. For example, in the San Joaquin Valley A-G completion rates 1 are 26% -compared to 55% for LAUSD and 45% for the State average (Boris, 2018) and only 23% of their
students take the SAT (Boris, 2018) – compared to 49% nationwide and 60% statewide (National
Center for Education Statistics, 2015). As a result, most students who decide to pursue a
bachelor’s degree in the Central Valley first begin at a CCC and then transfer to a 4-year
institution.
The college math readiness issue can be tracked back into California’s public high schools using
data from the California Assessment of Student Performance and Progress (CAASPP) 2. The CSU
uses students’ 11th grade scores as an early indicator of college math readiness. The results are
presented as scaled scores or in four performance level with the upper levels indicators of
college math readiness. Students who score a four on their CAASPP may enroll directly in a
college-level math course without the need for placement testing or additional support
courses 3. The last four years of statewide CAASPP scores, presented in Table 2, illustrates the low
rates of college math readiness, specifically for URS.
Table 2. Historical CAASPP College Math Readiness (Level 4) Rates
2015

CAASPP
Level 4
Data

All
Students
Race
AfricanAmerican

# of
Juniors*

418,491

25,142

Hispanic

216,877

White

107,776

Asian

38,775

Economic Status
Low229,875
Income
NOT Low188,616
income

College Math
Ready

11%
(46,034)
3%
(754)
4%
(8,675)
17%
(18,322)
40%
(15,510)
5%
(11,494)
19%
(35,837)

2016
# of
Juniors*

432,383

25,504
225,647
109,805
40,145

248,574
183,809

College Math
Ready

13%
(56,210)
3%
(765)
5%
(11,282)
18%
(19,765)
43%
(17,262)
6%
(14,914)
22%
(40,438)

2017
# of
Juniors*

442,457

24,604
231,654
108,967
44,167

247,708
194,749

College Math
Ready

13%
(57,519)
3%
(809)
5%
(11,212)
19%
(20,399)
44%
(19,257)
6%
(14,516)
22%
(42,670)

2018
# of
Juniors*

College Math
Ready

13%
(56,433)

437,883

3%
(831)
5%
(11,482)
19%
(19,706)
44%
(18,541)

24,015
232,433
104,873
42,593

6%
(15,304)
22%
(41,164)

252,960
184,923

Source: (CAASPP, 2018)

A-G are the minimum requirements necessary to be eligible to apply to the University of California (UC) and CSU
systems. https://www.ucop.edu/agguide/a-g-requirements/index.html
2 https://www.cde.ca.gov/ta/tg/ca/
3 http://www.csustudentsuccess.org/mm_math_stem/enroll-in-ge-math-course
1
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In 2010, the state implemented the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics (CCSS-M)
across K-12 in an effort to better prepare students for college. Researchers at the Public Policy
Institute (PPIC), “found no overall effect on graduation rates, the share of students taking or
passing Advanced Placement courses, the share of students taking the SAT exams, or the share
completing the “a–g” courses required by California’s four-year public universities.” (Gao &
Lafortune, 2019, p. 3).
Lack of a College Plan
High school counselors are the most critical source of college knowledge for students (Belasco,
2013), yet three systemic barriers hinder their ability to help students with the transition into
college: (1) school finances, (2) counselor training programs, and (3) competing demands for
counselors’ time (Avery, Howell, & Page, 2014). First, high schools have historically not funded
counselor positions at adequate levels. The American School Counselor Association (ASCA)
recommends a counselor-to-student ratio of 1 to 250. California’s average is triple that with one
counselor for every 760 students – with high poverty schools having ratios even higher than that
(Clinedinst & Koranteng, 2017). Paradoxically, students with the highest needs meet with their
counselors the least amount of time (Avery et al., 2014). Second, most pre-service counselor
training programs in this nation do not prepare their candidates with the knowledge and skills to
develop, implement, and evaluate college-readiness programs. The majority of university-based
school counselor preparation programs focus on teaching prospective school counselors how to
provide individual therapy and intervention to students – without explicitly focusing on the key
aspects of college counseling. In fact, most pre-service school counselors are typically trained in
conjunction with prospective marriage/family and mental health counselors. Even when
universities require field practicum experiences, many school counseling candidates satisfy these
requirements through individual counseling sessions which often are not required to be in a
school setting (Hines & Lemons, 2011). Third, school counselors nationally only spend an average
of 21% of their time engaging in postsecondary admission counseling (Clinedinst & Koranteng,
2017). Bruce & Bridgeland (2012) capture their typical workday:
In addition to supporting students’ social-emotional and academic development,
counselors provide administrative support, fill in for teachers, coordinate tests, and act as
a liaison between schools and communities, among many other responsibilities. Although
their efforts do not go unnoticed by administrators, many counselors and administrators
alike believe that changes should be made to counselors’ job responsibilities to attain
the goal of an education system in which all students graduate from high school ready
to succeed in college and career (Bruce & Bridgeland, 2012, p. 12).
The problem is augmented by the lack of professional development for high school counselors
on how to effectively help students apply to, enroll in, and transition into college (Bruce &
Bridgeland, 2012). In this context, it is clear why most students do not graduate from high school
with a coherent strategy to navigate their transition to college graduation. High school seniors
are overwhelmed by the numerous and complex choices they must make in a short amount of
time (Ross, White, Wright, & Knapp, 2013). This problem is particularly amplified for underrepresented students as Denley (2014) explains:
First generation, low–income and minority students often do not have the advice system
that surrounds students whose parents or other relatives have been to college.
Information is certainly available to these students, but without knowledge of the
structure and nomenclature of higher education they are unable to even frame the
questions that would enable them to become informed. (Denley, 2014, p. 62).
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As a result, one-third of first-generation college students matriculate into college without
choosing a major compared to 13% of students from households with familial college knowledge
(Chen & Carroll, 2005). Those students who do choose a major, most often do it with limited
information on how to successfully complete that program (M. Kirst & Venezia, 2004) or realize
too late that their expectations for their area of study are incongruent with the reality of the
career options in that field (Smith & Wertlieb, 2005).

CONTEXT
EO1110 & AB705: Policies Transforming the Landscape of College Mathematics
Both the CSU and CCC systems have been undergoing massive transformations in their
assessment and placement policies for mathematics. These conversions have been in the works
for years with groups of faculty, administrators, and researchers piloting programs, conducting
evaluations, and sharing challenges and best practices. The South Los Angeles Math (SLAM)
project is one such pilot program that has been discussed, lauded, and criticized in many roundtable discussions around the state. Despite the years of conversations, the policy changes
seemed sudden.
In November 2017, CSU’s Chancellor signed Executive Order (EO) 1110, Assessment of
Academic Preparation and Placement in First-Year General Education Written Communication
and Mathematics/Quantitative Reasoning Courses 4. Two major policy changes of this EO that
took effect in the fall of 2018 are: 1) eliminating the CSU Math Placement Test (ELM) in lieu of
multiple measures, and 2) eliminating pre-requisite remedial courses in lieu of co-requisite
support courses. In response to this EO, Cal State LA’s math department chair shared that they
are basically adopting the SLAM model (Brookfield, 2018). These changes were implemented in
Fall 2018.
Following suit, CCC’s Chancellor signed AB705 5 which took effect on January 1, 2018. The bill
states that, “The goal of this act is to ensure that students are not placed into remedial courses
that may delay or deter their educational progress unless evidence suggests they are highly
unlikely to succeed in the college-level course.” Much like EO1110, AB705 calls for multiple
measures and co-requisite support classes; however, each CCC is allowed to implement this
policy change as they see fit.
CSU’s Multiple Measures of College Readiness
Educators across the state use three acronyms interchangeably: SBAC, CAASPP, and EAP. The
Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium (SBAC) 6 is the public agency that creates the online
Common Core State Standards (CCSS) assessment system for grades 3-8 and 11 used in
California’s public schools. The 11th grade test is the only one that determines college readiness.
The California Assessment of Student Performance and Progress (CAASPP) 7 system is the state’s
comprehensive accountability measure; one of its components that applies to most students is
the SBAC assessments. Finally, the Early Assessment Program (EAP) 8 is one of the multiple
measures the CSU uses to gauge 11th graders college readiness.
There are three types of multiple measures used by the CSU: (1) standardized tests, (2) Grade
Point Average (GPA), and (3) high school and college coursework. The standardized tests
currently used include CAASPP/EAP, ACT, SAT, Advanced Placement (AP), International
https://calstate.policystat.com/policy/6656541/latest/
https://assessment.cccco.edu/ab-705-implementation
6 http://www.smarterbalanced.org/
7 https://www.cde.ca.gov/ta/tg/ca/
8 https://www.cde.ca.gov/ci/gs/hs/eapindex.asp
4
5
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Baccalaureate (IB), and College Level Examination Program (CLEP). GPAs include overall high
school and math specifically. High school coursework must include a12th grade approved yearlong math course beyond Algebra 2/Integrated Math 3 (IM3) and for college, the student must
earn a grade of C- or better in a college math class satisfying the B4 (math/quantitative
reasoning) requirement. Using these quantitative multiple measures, the CSU developed a
complex system for placing students into different math courses 9.
From these there are four possible outcomes: (1) fulfilled requirement, (2) enroll in GE math
course, (3) enroll in supported GE math course, or (4) Early Start Program. If students fulfill the
requirement, they can either not take any more math classes (non-STEM) or are placed in the
next math course appropriate for their major (STEM). Second, if the CSU deems them ready, they
are enrolled in a regular credit-bearing college math class. Next, if they have not yet
demonstrated college math readiness, students are programmed into a GE math course with
embedded support and tend to vary from campus to campus. Finally, students who do not
meet the criteria to be in any of the other three groups, are required to take part in the Early
Start Program (ESP) 10. The CSU’s ESP was developed to support students in becoming college
math ready during the summer before the fall term of their first year of college.
CCC’s Multiple Measures of College Readiness
Similar to the CSU, the CCC system developed a system that distinguishes if a student is ready to
enroll in a college level math course or a college level math class with support. While there are
no official system wide placement category titles, the working vernacular used across the state
is “transfer level” and “transfer level with support.” Transfer level indicates that the course is
transferable to a UC or CSU campus and will count towards the completion of a bachelor’s
degree.
Each CCC campus has the flexibility to roll out this new placement process in the first years of
implementation. In a July 2018 memo, the CCC Chancellor’s Office provided guidance for
campuses when using high school GPA as a placement criterion. At this time, CCCs use
weighted overall high school GPA that student self-report on their application for admission 11.
Along with this introductory guidance from the CCC Chancellor's Office, campuses are
encouraged to engage in research projects at the local level to determine other measures that
can be used to aid in accurately placing students in transfer level math courses. The Multiple
Measures Assessment Project (MMAP) Research Team (2017) explains the benefits of this
approach:
Please note that while every effort has been made to create valid predictive models,
improving the college success of former high school students need not be approached
as a statistical problem alone. Collaboration among high schools and colleges leading
to articulation of course sequences and pathways is highly likely to outperform predictive
analytics in increasing success and throughput rates for our students.”(MMAP Research
Team, 2017, p. 3)

THE PROJECT
The Math Pipeline Readiness Project (M-PReP) was designed to increase college graduation
rates by (1) improving math readiness rates through the vertical alignment of high school math
courses from grade 9 – college and (2) supporting high school seniors in the development of a
college transition plan (CTP). All work is predicated upon Communities of Practice (CoP)
comprised of K-12 math teachers or counselors working in collaboration with their higher
http://www.csustudentsuccess.org/academic_preparation_overview
http://www.csustudentsuccess.org/earlystart_overview
11 https://assessmentplacement.squarespace.com/s/0718-AB-705-Implementation-Memorandumpdf.pdf
9

10
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education counterparts to develop, implement, evaluate, and revise innovative, outcomebased programs.
Math Readiness Communities of Practice (CoPs)
Two types of CoPs were developed to address the math readiness dilemma: (1) math
departments working to vertically align their grades 9-11 math programs to college rigor, and (2)
math teacher/professor teams providing dual-credit Statistics and Pre-Calculus courses on the
high school campus. The dual-credit courses allow the high school math department to align
their grade 9-11 courses to their local CSU or CCC mathematics program.
Math Department CoPs
Since the CAASPP scores measure students’ proficiency of the CCSS-M, the primary focus of the
math departments is to improve instruction on this assessment. The M-PReP seeks an annual
increase of 15 percentage points in the rate of students meeting or exceeding standards
annually. The math departments engage in Professional Development (PD) to align their math
programs, create common assessments, analyze student data, create interventions, and
evaluate their efforts. The alignment of grades 9-11 establishes the alignment to the dual-credit
courses. The M-PReP supports a teacher at each site to serve as a Math Lead who works with the
M-PReP Math Specialist to plan, implement, and evaluate the PD. The Math Lead also connects
the work of the dual-credit CoPs to their entire math department.
Dual-Credit (SLAM) CoPs
The M-PReP includes three dual-credit CoPs: (1) CSU Statistics, (2) CSU Pre-Calculus, and (3) CCC
Statistics. The CSU Statistics program, which began in 2013, originally known as the SLAM Project;
the CSU Pre-Calculus program launched in 2017. Despite extending beyond South Los Angeles,
the programs are widely known as SLAM Statistics and SLAM Pre-Calculus. The rural version
launched with a CCC Statistics program in the fall of 2018.
Unlike most dual-credit courses, SLAM is an intervention for CSU-bound students who have not
demonstrated college math readiness prior to 12th grade. The dual-credit courses are co-taught
by a college professor and high school teacher with the former focusing on the college content
and the latter providing additional support in pre-requisite content. The courses are stretched to
a high school calendar to allow ample time for the support teacher to provide intervention. The
courses are offered on the high school campus during the regular school day to integrate into
the high school curricula.
The unique focus on under-prepared high school students is two-fold. First, it allows high school
teachers to learn the areas of growth their students have that need to be strengthened into the
grade 9-11 courses. It also allows students who were not college math ready to earn college
credit and continue in the math sequence in college without the need for support classes or
summer programs.
The SLAM Statistics course was designed for students who do not plan to pursue STEM degrees;
the SLAM Pre-Calculus program was designed for STEM-bound students. The latter seeks to
improve outcomes in Calculus and improve the rate of students earning STEM degrees.
College Counseling CoP
The fourth category of CoP is composed of the M-PReP College Counseling Specialist, high
school counseling leads from each site, and college advisors from each CSU. The team focuses
on supporting students’ development of a College Transition Plan (CTP) and tracking their
progress through graduation. The M-PReP Counseling Specialist facilitates PD with the CoP while
building capacity within each site to institutionalize the program. After 12th grade, when
Page 7

students transition to institutions of higher education, the work will be handed off to the
postsecondary partners. The students will participate in orientation and summer bridge programs
(as available and appropriate) to fine-tune their college plans.
Teacher participation in CTP implementation and professional development activities
contributed to their students’ progress toward college graduation.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORKS
M-PReP builds upon two theoretical frameworks: Academic Disjuncture Theory and College
Readiness Indicator Systems (CRIS) 12. Academic Disjuncture Theory postulates that the
overarching barrier to college access and success is “the deeply-embedded chasm that
separates K–12 from postsecondary education in the United States” (M. W. Kirst & Usdan, 2009, p.
5). These theorists contend that a seamless educational pipeline between K-12 schools and
higher education is key to the unfettered progress of students between educational segments.
Currently the systemic disconnections are most pronounced in the areas of curricula,
assessments, financial processes, data systems, and accountability (Brown & Niemi, 2007;
Domina & Ruzek, 2012; Kurlaender, Jackson, & Howell, 2012). M-PReP attempts to fuse K-12 and
higher education together by bringing high school teachers and college professors to work
collaboratively to decrease the high rates of mathematics remediation.
The College Readiness Indicator Systems (CRIS) are valid, reliable, and actionable indicators of
three dimensions of college readiness: academic preparedness, academic tenacity, and
college knowledge (Borsato, Nagaoka, & Foley, 2013; College Readiness Indicator Systems,
2014). This study is predicated upon the activities, resources, processes, and outcomes at the
individual (student), setting (school), and systemic (inter-segmental partners) levels. Academic
preparedness includes content knowledge and skills as well as cognitive strategies instrumental
to succeed in credit bearing courses in college. Academic tenacity encompasses the
underlying beliefs, attitudes, and values that drive student achievement coupled with behaviors
of active participation and perseverance. College knowledge embodies the information, skills,
and behaviors that foster college access and success. On an individual level, we gauge M-PReP
students’ personal development toward college readiness through their dual-credit pass rates,
study skills, persistence, expectations for future, and college knowledge. Similarly, on a
contextual level, we investigate M-PReP’s instructional coherence and rigor. Systemically, we
delineate the best practices for increasing college access and success for under-represented
students from both urban and rural communities.
College readiness was also explored as an overarching construct, extending beyond course
grades and exam scores. There is widespread discussion in the literature about college
readiness, or students’ ability to succeed in college based on academic preparation as well as
other cognitive, attitudinal, and behavioral factors believed to be necessary for successful postsecondary transition and completion. To better understand college readiness and its many
intersecting facets, various frameworks have been developed which have been used to further
its study and impact (Borsato, Nagaoka, & Folley, 2013; Conley, 2007). These have been
particularly useful in studying barriers to college completion among traditionally underrepresented students as studies have shown that gaps in college readiness skills jeopardize
college completion for these populations (Ramsey-White, 2012).

12

https://consortium.uchicago.edu/publications/college-readiness-indicator-systems-resource-series
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EVALUATION
Evaluation Design
The evaluation of M-PReP is a multi-year effort in alignment with its program delivery. The
evaluation design incorporates a mixed-methods longitudinal approach for two overarching
purposes: (1) formative, to inform the program and promote continuous quality improvement of
services and support to schools, teachers, and students; and (2) summative, to determine the
effectiveness of M-PReP in achieving its intended outcomes and learn best practices for
increasing college access and success for under-represented students from urban and rural
school districts. The mixed-methods approach in evaluation allows for a comprehensive study
into the “what” (quantitative) and the “how and why” (qualitative) factors that influence
success for these specific populations. Further, a longitudinal approach is the most appropriate
in tracking student outcomes from high school through college, to assess college readiness,
persistence, and completion.
Given the scope of M-PReP in working at the school and department levels, in addition to its
targeted student selection and placement, an experimental design is neither feasible nor logical
in achieving the evaluation purposes. Rather, the naturalistic context requires a design that does
not burden or impose negatively upon students’ progression. Therefore, under the mixedmethods approach, data collection and analysis were built into the project resulting in more
authentic data and findings. M-PReP’s logic model was also used as a guide in designing the
evaluation and data collection. The M-PReP logic model was developed to ensure a shared
understanding of the underlying theory of the program, provide structure to the relationships
between activities and outcomes, and promote a shared understanding among stakeholders.
(See Appendix A for the logic model.)
Evaluation Questions
1. In what ways does participation in M-PReP impact:
a. students’ college math readiness?
b. performance on SBAC?
c. students’ knowledge of fundamental mathematical concepts?
d. earned college credit in math (pre-calculus, calculus, statistics)?
e. college matriculation?
f. college retention?
g. college completion?
2. In what ways does participation in the following M-PReP Communities of Practice (CoPs)
influence teacher practice preparing students for SBAC and/or college mathematics?
a. Dual-Credit (SLAM) CoPs
b. Math Department CoPs
c. College Counseling CoP
3. What key successes and challenges, if any, did partner sites experience with M-PReP?
Site and Student Selection
Site Selection
The M-PReP was set in Los Angeles, Tulare, and Kings counties with Los Angeles piloting an urban
model and Tulare-Kings launching a rural version in the fall of 2018.
The urban model includes two CSUs working in collaboration with six urban high schools – two
from a large district, two medium districts, and two from a charter management organization.
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Both CSUs are minority-serving institutions with low math readiness and graduation rates. All six
high schools were chosen based on three criteria: (1) CAASPP Level 4 rates lower than the state
average, (2) under-represented minority rates above the state average, and (3) rate of lowincome students, determined by qualification for the free or reduced-price meal program,
above the state average (see Table 3). The schools were selected for the 2016-17 school year.
Table 3. Urban Site Selection Criteria from the 2016-17 school year
School
F

School
N

6%

8%

13%

93%

89%

93%

100%

84%

85%

80%

99%

Statewide
Averages

School
A

School
B

School
C

School
D

CAASPP Level 4
(College Math
Ready)

13%

2%

7%

4%

9%

Minority (African
American or
Hispanic)

60%

98%

99%

100%

Qualify for Free or
Reduced-Price
Meals

58%

89%

97%

95%

School
E

Source: (CAASPP, 2018)

Student Selection
The M-PReP serves two groups of students at each school: (1) all students in grades 9-11 and (2)
juniors and seniors in dual-credit SLAM courses. The former are served indirectly through PD for
the entire math department to align their courses to college. The latter are chosen through a
student selection process that our previous research suggests is the most important, and
misunderstood, element of the program.
SLAM’s structure as a dual-credit program lends itself to confusion. It is important to note that the
SLAM program is an intervention for college bound students who have not demonstrated
college readiness and, based on multiple measures, are likely to require math support in college.
The fact that students can earn college math credit leads folks at the high schools to conclude
that the program is for their top students, similar to AP courses. Ironically, students eligible and
appropriate for AP should be ineligible for SLAM. Challenges with the selection of students led
College Bridge to develop a formal Student Selection Process for sites to follow (see Appendix
B). The process requires repeated participation from site administration, as well as the entire
math and counseling departments. All members of this group have an active role in setting
student selection criteria and participating in the recruitment and final selection processes. This
process also serves as PD for teachers, counselors, and administrators to learn how to use
multiple measures for student advisement and math placement practices.
Data Collection and Analysis
Various methods were used to collect the qualitative and quantitative data necessary to
address the series of evaluation questions. A summary table of data, methods, and sources for
this first year is presented. A more comprehensive description of data, methods, and purpose
appears in Appendix C.
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Table 4. Summary of 2018-19 Evaluation Data Collection Methods and Sources
Primary Data Collection
•
Online End-of-Course Student Surveys
•
Online CAASPP Student Experience
Survey
•
Online End-of-Year Survey

Data Source
•
M-PReP dual-credit SLAM students
•

All 11th grade students at M-PReP schools

•

Teachers, counselors, administrators at M-PReP schools

•

Post-PD Session Survey

•

Participants of PD sessions at M-PReP schools

•
•

Instructor Interview
Online First-Year College and Alumni
Surveys

•

Teachers/Professors of dual-credit SLAM courses

•

M-PReP SLAM High School Graduates

Secondary Data Collection
•
MDTP Assessment scores

•

Data Source
M-PReP dual-credit SLAM students

•

Math CAASPP scores

•

All students in M-PReP schools

•

AP Math Exam scores

•

All students in M-PReP schools

•

High school math courses and grades

•

All students in M-PReP schools

•

Dual-credit SLAM course grades

•

M-PReP dual-credit SLAM students

•

SAT/ACT math scores

•

All students in M-PReP schools

Analyses of quantitative data from scaled survey items, exam scores, and course grades were
largely descriptive. Appropriate inferential analyses for pre-post comparisons, such as t-tests and
analyses of variance (ANOVA), were conducted with appropriate statistical software (e.g.,
SPSS). Qualitative data from interviews, open-ended survey questions, and observations were
coded for important and relevant themes and emergent categories. All data with personally
identifying information were collected with proper permissions, including consent forms, IRB
approval, and data use agreements. Data were transmitted and stored following applicable
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) 13 regulations.

FINDINGS
1a. In what ways does participation in M-PReP impact performance on SBAC/CAASPP?
Overall, students at M-PReP schools demonstrated positive trends in CAASPP outcomes. Most
SLAM students met or exceeded standards.
In 2015, California partnered with the Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium (SBAC) to assess
the Common Core State Standards – Math. The exam is administered by grade level to all
students in grades 3-8, and 11. The 11th grade SBAC is a cumulative high school math assessment
with no test given in the 9th or 10th grades.
Along with the SBAC partnership, the state launched the California Assessment of Student
Performance and Progress (CAASPP) system which includes reports of SBAC outcomes as well as
all resources associated with the test. The CAASPP scores are organized into four levels:
Standards Exceeded (4), Met (3), Nearly Met (2), and Not Met (1). School achievement goals
are set at Performance Level 3 (“Standard Met”) or above.

FERPA is a Federal law that protects the privacy of student education records. The law applies to all schools that
receive funds under an applicable program of the U.S. Department of Education.
https://www2.ed.gov/policy/gen/guid/fpco/ferpa/index.html
13
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CAASPP scores are also utilized by the California State University System as a measure of college
math readiness. Through their Early Assessment Program (EAP), a score in the Level 4 band of the
CAASPP is College Math Ready meaning students may enroll directly into college-level courses
with no additional support course requirements. The multiple uses of CAASPP scores makes it a
high stakes assessment for both students and educational institutions.
M-PReP analyzed CAASPP outcomes by school and by course with year-to-year comparisons as
well as student-level comparisons of 8th grade to 11th grade scores. Table 9 presents the
distribution of 11th grade students and Math CAASPP Performance Level for each of the seven
M-PReP schools.
CAASPP Outcomes by Site
Across M-PReP schools in 2018-19, 31% of 11th graders achieved or exceeded standards, as
compared to 28% in 2017-18.
Standards were met or exceeded by 31% of M-PReP students in the aggregate with a site low of
20% and high of 43% (see Table 5). The three schools (B, C, and N) that demonstrated over 40%
of 11th graders meeting or exceeding standards were the charter and magnet schools. These
schools also had 30% or fewer students performing at the lowest level.
Table 5. 2018-19 SBAC 11th Grade Math Performance Levels across M-PReP Schools
SBAC

School A

School B

School C

School D

School E

School F

School N

TOTAL

Level

(n = 395)

(n=131)

(n=149)

(n=369)

(n=429)

(n=391)

(n=130)

(n=1,994)

4

7%

17%

15%

7%

11%

9%

18%

10%

3

13%

33%

26%

18%

21%

23%

25%

21%

2

23%

31%

28%

25%

25%

28%

29%

26%

1

57%

19%

31%

50%

42%

39%

27%

43%

*There were 2,059 11th grade students in total; 65 did not have a math 2019 SBAC score.

Whereas there appears to be similarity in students meeting or exceeding standards in small
versus large comprehensive schools, year-over-year gains varied by school size. Table 6 shows
the changes in performance level rates per site from 2018 to 2019.
Table 6. 2018-19 Performance Level Comparisons from 2018 CAASPP to 2019 CAASPP
School A

School B

School C

School D

School E

School F

School N

2018

2019

2018

2019

2018

2019

2018

2019

2018

2019

2018

2019

2018

2019

n=

359

395

115

131

129

149

401

369

417

429

443

391

130

130

L4

5%

7%

16%

17%

9%

15%

8%

7%

7%

11%

3%

9%

18%

19%

L3

14%

13%

23%

33%

26%

26%

20%

18%

22%

22%

15%

23%

28%

25%

L2

25%

23%

30%

31%

25%

28%

30%

25%

31%

25%

22%

28%

36%

29%

L1

56%

57%

31%

19%

40%

31%

41%

50%

41%

42%

60%

39%

18%

27%

Note: only data provided by districts were used in the calculations

Table 6 illustrates a divide between students meeting or exceeding standards, in levels 3 and 4,
respectively, versus those who do not. The largest year-over-year gains were made in School B
and School F. School B saw an increase of 11 percentage points with 50% of students meeting or
exceeding standards; School F grew by 14 percentage points with 31% students meeting the
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target range. While these schools differed in size, and location (urban vs rural), one commonality
was a targeted effort using CAASPP Interim Assessment resources. Both sites utilized the full suite
of resources in conjunction with a systemic system of data analysis to target student needs.
Additionally, students had repeated practice using the CAASPP resources allowing them an
opportunity to become familiar with the interface and question types.
Instructional resources also appeared to play a role in
test outcomes. We found the instructional materials
1. Make sense of problems and
and assessments used in some schools poorly aligned
persevere in solving them.
to SBAC, specifically Math Practice Standards. In
addition to Math Content Standards, the CCSS
2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively.
include eight standards for mathematical practice
3. Construct viable arguments and
that provide a shared foundation for grades 3 –
critique the reasoning of others.
Higher Math (defined Traditionally as Algebra 1,
4. Model with mathematics.
Geometry, Algebra 2 or Integrated as Math I, Math II,
Math III). The practices are rarely explicitly taught or
5. Use appropriate tools strategically.
assessed. The SBAC, however, is structured to assess
6. Attend to precision.
these standards. Schools using traditional procedural
textbooks had the lowest scores with students
7. Look for and make use of structure.
reporting confusion with the SBAC’s style of
8. Look for and express regularity in
assessment. Schools A, B, D, and E have used
repeated reasoning.
traditional texts since the roll-out of the Common
Core but a few exceptions must be noted. First, 52%
of juniors in School B are in advanced math courses
beyond Algebra 2. Outcomes by course are discussed in the following sections. Second, Schools
A and N adopted a new problem-based textbook for the 2018-19 school year. Schools C, F and
N have been using problem-based textbooks with an inquiry approach for at least three years.
Mathematical Practices

CAASPP Outcomes for Matched Students by Site
While most juniors remained in the same CAASPP level since 8th grade, a larger percentage
improved over time than declined.
Schools set annual CAASPP improvement goals that are measured against the previous year.
While these outcomes provide a snapshot of the population for a given 11th grade class, it is not
a direct comparison as each year tests a new group of juniors. In order to measure student
growth over time, a comparison of students’ 8th grade to 11th grade CAASPP scores is used.
Table 7 shows how 11th grade students’ demonstrated movement across performance levels
since their previous SBAC test in 8th grade.
Table 7. Changes in CAASPP Math Performance Level from 8th to 11th grade – Matched Students Only*
Total

School
A

School
B

School
C

School
D

School
E

School
F

School
N

Moved up 2 levels

(n=289)
3%**

(n=109)
4%

(n=120)
5%

(n=319)
1%

(n=374)
1%

(n=252)
4%

(n=127)
15%**

(N=1,59
0)
3%

Moved up 1 level

18%

14%

48%

16%

15%

21%

37%

21%

Remained in same level

67%

59%

47%

66%

64%

62%

44%

61%

Moved down 1 level

12%

22%

1%

16%

19%

11%

3%

14%

Moved down 2 levels

<.5%

2%

---

1%

2%

1%

0%

1%

CAASPP Performance
Level

8th

* Only students with CAASPP scores for both
grade (2016) and
student from Schools A and N moved up 3 levels.

11th

grade (2019) were included in the analysis ** One
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While most students tend to remain in the same level, it is important to note that there may be
movement within a level that is undetected due to the range in scores specific to each level.
Further, students at higher performance levels tend to remain at that level over time.
Nevertheless, there were noteworthy increases, as high as 53% of students at Schools C and N
moved up 1-2 levels in the direction of meeting and/or exceeding the standard. Overall,
observed gains in performance levels were slightly higher in 2018-19 (24%) as compared to 21%
in 2017-18.
CAASPP Outcomes by Course
11th grade students in the SLAM Pre-Calculus dual-enrollment course achieved higher gains than
their counterparts in their CAASPP scores.
The third variable of CAASPP outcomes examined was by course. The course grouping for the
analysis was AP Calculus, SLAM Pre-Calculus, Honors Pre-Calculus, Pre-Calculus, Algebra 2/Math
3, and Other. The Other category contained courses below Algebra 2/Math 3 comprising of
students repeating an earlier math course.
The disaggregation of advanced math courses was used to determine what impact, if any, the
SLAM Pre-Calculus course had on CAASPP outcomes. Given that the SLAM Pre-Calculus course is
a university course developed to rebuild students’ foundational math in preparation for college
calculus, it was not designed to align with the SBAC. In year one, principals at three sites
requested recruiting 11th graders for the course to learn if it could improve outcomes in AP
Calculus. Year one resulted in a statistically significant difference in CAASPP growth for students
in the SLAM Pre-Calculus course compared to other Pre-Calculus students, so the program was
expanded to more 11th graders in year two.
Table 8. 11th grade CAASPP Performance Level Comparisons by Course
SLAM
Honors
AP Cal
11th grade CAASPP
Pre-Cal
Pre-CAL
Pre-Cal
AB/BC
Performance Level
(n=132)
(n=71)
(n=28)
(n=96)

IM3
(n=1,196)

All Others
(n=471)

4

44%

75%

14%

61%

7%

2%

3

46%

25%

50%

30%

21%

8%

2

6%

0%

24%

8%

32%

21%

1

4%

0%

12%

0%

40%

69%

Note: 12th grade SLAM students were excluded. 11th grade students were counted in a course only if they received a grade for both
semesters.

The majority of 11th grade SLAM Pre-Calculus students met or exceeded the standards as
indicated by their CAASPP scores (see Table 8). Further, 43% moved up one or more levels (see
Table 9. An analysis by M-PReP revealed that the SLAM Pre-Calculus course is closely aligned to
the SBAC in both Common Core Math Content and Practice Standards. A further discussion of
CAASPP outcomes by course is provided in the next section.
Table 9. Changes in CAASPP Math Performance Level from 8th to 11th grade – Matched SLAM Students Only
11th grade CAASPP
Performance Level

SLAM 11th Graders
(N = 62)

Moved up 2 levels

6%

Moved up 1 level

37%

Remained in same level

47%

Moved down 1 level

10%

Moved down 2 levels

0%
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SBAC performance levels were analyzed further to determine if there were positive gains among
students in dual-credit SLAM Pre-Calculus courses (n=62), students in “regular” Pre-Calculus
courses (n=116), and students in Honors Pre-Calculus (n=27). Only 11th grade Pre-Calculus
students with both 2016 (8th grade) and 2019 scores (11th grade) were compared.

Figure 1 shows the average
differences in Math SBAC
performance levels between these
two years for these groups of students
(SLAM Pre-Calculus, non-SLAM PreCalculus, and Honors Pre-Calculus).
While all three groups demonstrated a
statistically significant gain from 2016
to 2019, SLAM students showed a
higher average gain over their nonSLAM counterparts (+0.41 vs. +0.21
and +0.22, respectively).

Figure 1. SLAM Pre-Calculus students
demonstrated higher gains in SBAC
performance levels from 8th to 11th grades,
on average.
2016 Math SBAC PL
2.90

3.31

SLAM Pre-Calculus

2019 Math SBAC PL

2.48

3.52

3.74

2.69

Non-SLAM PreCalculus

HPreCal

CAASPP Outcomes for Accelerated Students
Overall, juniors accelerated beyond Algebra 2/Math III had higher CAASPP scores than all other
subgroups.
California’s CCSS-M are organized by grade level for Kindergarten through Grade 8, followed
by a set of Higher Math Standards organized into two pathways: (1) Traditional Pathway
(Algebra 1, Geometry, Algebra 2) or (2) Integrated Pathway (Mathematics I, Mathematics II,
Mathematics III). Five M-PReP schools (A and B) use the Traditional Pathway; all others are
Integrated. In sum, most students take a three-year course sequence of Higher Math Standards
in grades 9-11. Of the 1,994 juniors in the M-PReP school for which we obtained CAASPP scores,
60% were in Algebra 2 or Mathematics III. Within this paper, we refer to this population as “OnTrack” juniors.
The remaining 40% of juniors were either repeating earlier math courses or had accelerated
beyond Algebra 2/Math III. We refer to these populations as “Repeaters” and “Accelerated,”
respectively. Repeating a course does not require an explanation here but acceleration is more
complex. Despite the CCSS-M course titles correlating to grade levels through grade eight,
Appendix A of the CA Framework states, “The pathways and courses are models, not
mandates.” (CCSS, 2010, p. 2). The148-page document details several additional models for
accelerating students though math standards at a faster pace, beginning in middle school. MPReP students who were Accelerated began the processed in middle school and were enrolled
in Pre-Calculus or Calculus by the 11th grade.
In the course-level analysis of CAASPP outcomes, student data were disaggregated by six
courses: SLAM Pre-Calculus, Honors Pre-Calculus, Pre-Calculus, AP Calculus, Algebra 2/Math III,
and All Others (courses below Algebra 2/Math 3). For our analysis, the courses are also grouped
into three categories: Accelerated, On-Track, and Repeaters. Table 10 aggregates the courses
into these categories for comparison.
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Table 10. Courses grouped into Accelerated, On-Track, and Repeaters
Pre-Calculus Algebra 2/
All
Calculus
Math III
Others
11th grade CAASPP
(Accelerated)
(On-Track)
(Repeaters)
Performance Level
n = 327

n = 1196

n = 471

4

39%

7%

2%

3

41%

21%

8%

2

13%

32%

21%

1

7%

40%

69%

As shown in Table 10, 80% of Accelerated students met or exceeded standards versus 28% of
On-Track students and 10% of Repeaters. Slightly higher rates of Accelerated than On-Track
students demonstrated growth from the grade 8 to grade 11 SBAC assessment (see Table 11).
Table 11. Changes in CAASPP Math Performance Level from 8th to 11th grade – Matched Students Only
Pre-Calculus Algebra 2/
All
Calculus
Math III
Others
TOTAL
11th grade CAASPP
(Accelerated)
(On-Track)
(Repeaters)
Performance Level
n = 288

n = 964

n = 338

N = 1590

Moved up 2 levels

4%

5%

1%

4%

Moved up 1 level

28%

23%

7%

21%

Remained in same level

59%

56%

79%

61%

Moved down 1 level

9%

16%

11%

13%

Moved down 2 levels

1%

1%

2%

1%

Note: Only 11th grade students with both 8th and 11th grade SBAC scores were included. Students were counted in a course if they
received a grade for BOTH Fall and Spring semesters.

However, the CAASPP levels and growth rates for On-Track students varied greatly by school site
with noticeable positive outcomes at schools that did not accelerate students. It is important to
note that across sites, 16% of juniors were Accelerated, 60% were On-Track, and 24% were
Repeaters. The following section provides a deeper discussion of this finding.
CAASPP Outcomes for Schools That Accelerate Students Versus Schools That Do Not Accelerate.
Schools That Accelerate Students Had Considerably Lower CAASPP Scores Schoolwide and for
the Subgroup of On-Track 11th Graders.
Of the seven M-PReP sites, four (Schools A, B, D, E) were in districts that encouraged
acceleration, School C had one cohort of accelerated students, and Schools F and N did not
offer accelerated courses to juniors although two juniors were eligible for and participated in the
SLAM Pre-Calculus class at School N. When analyzing site data, we noticed patterns of On-Track
students underperforming in Schools A, B, D, E and overperforming in Schools C, F, N as detailed
in Table 12.
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Table 12. Comparison of CAASPP Levels for Accelerated, On-Track, and Repeaters in Schools with
Accelerated Programs Verses Without
All Others
Total
Pre-Calc-Calc
Algebra 2/Math III
11th Grade
(Repeaters)
Students
(Accelerated)
(On-Track)
CAASPP
Schools
Schools
Schools
Schools
Schools
Schools
Schools
Schools
Performance
A, B, D, E
C, F, N
A, B, D, E
C, F, N
A, B, D, E
C, F, N
A, B, D, E
C, F, N
Level
n = 289
n = 36*
n = 776
n = 420
n = 259
n = 212
n = 1324
n = 670
4

38%

50%

2%

16%

1%

3%

9%

14%

3

42%

39%

14%

32%

9%

7%

19%

25%

2

14%

10%

33%

31%

12%

33%

25%

31%

1

7%

0%

51%

20%

79%

57%

47%

30%

*26 SLAM Pre-Calculus students and 12 Regular Pre-Calculus with 34 Students at School C and two at School N

As seen in Table 12, the percentage of On-Track students meeting or exceeding standards in
schools that do not provide acceleration is triple that of schools that accelerate students while
this subgroup accounts for the largest percentage of students at all schools (see Table 4). In fact,
all three subgroups of students in Schools C, F, and N outperformed their peers in schools
providing acceleration. Another notable statistic for Schools C, F, N is the lower rate of students
scoring in the Level 1 band. Overall, Schools accelerating students had 28% of their juniors
meeting or exceeding standards compared to 39% at Schools C, F, N.
Since Schools A, B, D, E had a larger percentage of students who had been accelerated,
respectively 22% to 6%, we wondered what impact the different pathways provided to students
in terms of growth. A second analysis matched students from grades 8 to 11 to determine their
academic growth after three years of high school mathematics. The results are displayed in
Table 13.
Table 13. Changes in CAASPP Math Performance Level from 8th to 11th grade – Matched Students Only
All Others
Total
Pre-Calc-Calc
Algebra 2/Math III
11th Grade
(Repeaters)
Students
(Accelerated)
(On-Track)
CAASPP
Schools
Schools
Schools
Schools
Schools
Schools
Schools
Schools
Performance
A, B, D, E
C, F, N
A, B, D, E
C, F, N
A, B, D, E
C, F, N
A, B, D, E
C, F, N
Level
n = 252
n = 36*
n = 648
n = 314
n = 189
n = 149
n = 1087
n = 501
Moved up
2 levels
Moved up
1 level
Remained in
same level
Moved down
1 level
Moved down
2 levels

3%

11%

2%

11%

1%

1%

2%

8%

24%

56%

16%

39%

4%

11%

16%

32%

62%

39%

61%

45%

82%

75%

65%

54%

11%

0%

20%

6%

12%

10%

17%

6%

1%

0%

1%

0%

2%

2%

1%

1%

*26 SLAM Pre-Calculus students and 12 Regular Pre-Calculus with 34 Students at School C and two at School N

The data show that more than twice the rate of students in all three subgroups in Schools C, F, N
improved academically while in high school. Conversely, Schools A, B, D, E show a higher rate of
students declining academically. Focusing on the Algebra 2/Math III subgroup, Schools A, B, D, E
saw 18% of On-Track juniors improve academically compared to 50% at the other schools.
Schools A, B, D, E also saw higher rates of students declining academically than improving
whereas the opposite trend occurred at the other schools.
There were several factors noted at the sites that may have impacted the differences in student
outcomes. These include (among others) textbook programs, teacher assignments, access to
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technology, and test preparation. While M-PReP does not explicitly study the impact
accelerated math programs have on students who are not accelerated, this emergent finding is
an important area for future research especially given that Principals in Schools A,B,D,E reported
pressure from their district and community to increase participation in Advanced Placement
math courses.
Student SBAC Preparation
Student experiences with the SBAC assessment provided necessary insight into future
preparatory and instructional strategies.
An SBAC survey was developed to gather information on 11th grade students’ experience in
preparing for the math assessment, perceptions of difficulties associated with the assessment,
and opinions of what additional knowledge and skills could have contributed to their success.
Findings from this survey provide insight into the areas in which students may have demonstrated
successes or challenges related to this assessment. The survey results were also used for
programmatic purposes to inform future test preparation strategies and professional
development opportunities at the five schools. A total of 1,351 juniors across the seven M-PReP
schools completed the survey.
Key findings related to practice with various tools and strategies and frequency of their use, as
described by student respondents, are presented in the following table.
Table 14. Tools and Strategies for SBAC Preparation (N=1,351)
Percentage of students who used the following tools at least monthly in their classrooms
Desmos (graphing tool)

60%

Graphing calculator (other than Desmos)

62%

Laptop (during math class only)

51%

Tablet (during math class only)

22%

Percentage of students who reported using specific types of SBAC-related practice in their math
classrooms at any time
Following and understanding instructions for SBAC math questions

52%

Using worksheets to practice solving SBAC math questions

74%

Working directly on computers/tablets to practice SBAC math questions

39%

Using other tools (e.g., equation editor, graphing calculator) directly on computer

37%

Graphing calculators were used most often in 11th grade math classrooms. In 2018-19, students
reported greater use of Desmos (a digital graphing tool) over the previous year (60% vs. 47% in
2017-18), which may have had a positive influence on test performance. Students also reported
greater use of other technological devices, such as laptops and tablets. Classroom practice
using worksheets is still the most often used strategy for SBAC preparation, despite the fact that it
is a computer-based assessment.
Due to strict rules governing the test, students were asked about specific problem types and not
its content, to gain further insight into their perceived difficulty and preparation. The problem
types included “matching tables,” “multi-select,” and “combined multi-select.” These types
were chosen based on their use for assessing math practices which is a type of assessment that,
anecdotally, was not observed in use in the schools.
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Figure 2 presents the percentage of students
(n=1,296) who reported preparing for these
problem types in their classroom prior to the
assessment. Matching tables and multi-select
problem types were practiced most in these 11th
grade classrooms, as compared to the combined
multi-select problems, perceived by students to
be the most challenging to understand and input
(see Table 15).

Figure 2. Matching tables and multi-select
problems are the most practiced in classrooms.

78%

Matching
Tables

81%

62%

Multi Select

Combined
Multi-select

In addition to their preparation, students were also asked about their perceived level of difficulty
with the above problem types (understanding the instructions and inputting their answers). Both
of these issues have been noted by math teachers as potential challenges that may interfere
with answering particular math problems correctly. Students also provided their opinions on what
(information, skills, knowledge) might have helped them to succeed on the assessment.
Table 15 shows that the Combined Multi-select problem types were perceived as more
challenging in terms of understanding instructions and inputting answers. As shown in Figure 1, it
was the least practiced in the classrooms. Further, 48% of the students perceived the Equation
Editor (a tool used during the assessment) as somewhat challenging or difficult to use.
Table 15. Level of Ease and Difficulty on Problem Types (N=1,296)
Problem Type

Understanding Instructions

Understanding how to input answer

Easy

Some challenge/
difficult

Easy

Some challenge/
difficult

Matching tables

61%

39%

52%

48%

Multi-select

54%

46%

50%

50%

Combined Multi-select

33%

67%

37%

63%

The three most common challenges reported by students in taking the assessment included
comprehending the questions/instructions, understanding topics and concepts that were not
familiar or reviewed before test, and perceiving the test as difficult. Overall, students wished they
had opportunities for more practice and review. Other challenges experienced by students
included not having good time management skills, inability to focus or concentrate, and not
having coping mechanisms for stress. In general, students believed that more practice and
review, especially with topics learned in previous courses and word problems, would have better
prepared them for the SBAC assessment.
1b. In what ways does participation in M-PReP impact student college math readiness?
College Readiness Levels

Across most M-PReP schools, 33% of 12th graders met the CSU’s “Fulfilled” or “College
Ready” categories.
While high schools are considered to have met their accountability measures based on the
students who reach CAASPP levels 3 and 4, the CSU takes this one step further in the EAP.
Students are deemed college math ready by the CSUs EAP if they reached level 4 (standard
exceeded) or level 3 (standard met) only if its’s accompanied with the completion of a 12th
grade approved year-long math course beyond Algebra 2 with a grade of C- or better.
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College math readiness levels for 12th grade students were examined in two ways, aligning to
the California State University’s placement in college-level math. The intention was to provide a
proximal indication of college math readiness for 12th grade students based on available school
data, not to revise or replace official CSU calculations or designations.
The first examination determined if students fulfilled college CSU math general education
requirements. The criteria set forth by the CSU is as follows:
• A score of 3 or higher on the AP math exam (Statistics, Calculus A/B or B/C)
• Passing a college-level course satisfying the quantitative reasoning requirement with a Cor higher
Table 16 below shows school-level and aggregate outcomes for the M-PReP schools that
offered a CSU dual-credit SLAM course.
Table 16. 2018-19 Counts and Rates of 12th Graders who Fulfilled College Requirements

Unduplicated
Total (%) who
fulfilled
1 or more
requirements:

Total
(N = 1,842)

20%

School A
(n=337)

15%

Schools and # of 12th grade SLAM students
School B
School C
School D
School E
(n=91)
(n=131)
(n=371)
(n=412)

27%

27%

15%

19%

School N
(n=129)

46%

(362 of 1,842)

(50 of 337)

(25 of 91)

(36 of 131)

(57 of 371)

(78 of 412)

(59 of 129)

AP Score 3+

17% (61)

10% (5)

12% (3)

0%

28% (16)

27% (21)

0%

Passing SLAM

85% (307)

90% (45)

92% (23)

100% (36)

74% (42)

77% (60)

100% (59)

Note: Students may have met more than one criterion to achieve College Math Readiness; therefore, percentages may
exceed 100%.

The second examination related to the criteria for the CSU designation of “Ready to Enroll in a
GE course.” Specifically, how many 12th grade students met one or more of the criteria
necessary to move on to college-level math courses once they matriculated into college. Not all
of the data, such as weighted GPAs, were available from the participating schools. Therefore,
students who did not meet criteria listed, pending a GPA review, were likely to require additional
math support in meeting the criteria.
For the purpose of this evaluation, readiness to enroll in a GE course was determined by meeting
one of the following criteria, in no particular order:
a. A score of 4 on the 11th grade SBAC math assessment
b. An SBAC score of 3 plus passing 4 or more years of high school math OR passing 4th year
Math with C- or higher*(Math course must have Algebra 2 or IM3 as prerequisite)
c. SAT Math Score of 570 or higher OR ACT Math Score of 23 or higher
d. SAT Math Score or 520-560 OR ACT Math Score of 20-22 plus passing 4th year Math*
Students may have achieved readiness through meeting more than one criterion. For example,
a student may score a 4 on the SBAC assessment and scored 570 on the Math SAT. Table 17
presents the counts of students, overall and by school, that were considered college math
ready. The first column contains an unduplicated student count. Subsequent columns present
the counts of students meeting each criterion.
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Table 17. 2018-19 Counts and Rates of College Math Ready 12th Graders across M-PReP schools
Criteria for “Ready to Enroll in GE Course”

Total Count
of 12th
graders

Unduplicated
Students College
Math Ready

SBAC 4

1,471

School A

SAT/ACT

(a)

SBAC 3 &
Courses (b)

(c)

SAT/ACT &
Courses (d)

24% (250/1043)

62

88

101

153

337

Unknown

17

46

Unavailable

Unavailable

School B

91

Unknown

11

15

Unavailable

Unavailable

School C

131

28% (37)

11

25

17

13

School D

371

20% (75)

29

53

74

20

School E

412

23% (96)

27

105

51

30

School N

129

33% (42)

23

28

31

17

TOTAL

As seen in Table 17, across the M-PReP schools with available data, a total of 24% of the 12th
graders met one or more criteria for college math readiness.
Given the duplication of students placing in College Fulfilled and College Ready levels, Table 18
provides an unduplicated count for schools with available data.
Table 18. 2018-19 Counts and Rates of 12th Graders in Fulfilled or Ready Categories across M-PReP schools
Total
(N = 1,043)
UNDUPLICATED TOTAL who
met one or more College
Math Ready criteria below

33%

(341 of 1,043)

School C
(n=131)

40%

(52 of 131)

School D
(n=371)

29%

(106 of 371)

School E
(n=412)

29%

(120 of 412)

School N
(n=129)

49%

(63 of 129)

While this overall percentage is not notably different than reported in 2017-18, it is important to
note that the measured criteria have been updated and all schools did not have access to all
data (e.g., ACT scores). These missing data prevented us from determining change from the
baseline year.
1c. In what ways does participation in M-PReP impact knowledge of fundamental mathematical
concepts?

M-PReP students in dual-credit SLAM Pre-Calculus courses demonstrated significant
gains in knowledge of fundamental math concepts.
Students’ knowledge of fundamental mathematical concepts was measured through the Math
Diagnostic Testing Project (MDTP) 14 assessment. In 1977, the Mathematics Diagnostic Testing
Project (MDTP) was created by CSU and UC. MDTP’s overarching purpose is to promote and
support student readiness and college math success. It accomplishes this by developing
diagnostic readiness tests aligned to the Common Core State Standards (CCSS) and providing
these diagnostic instruments to secondary schools in California at no cost. Students in M-PReP’s
dual-credit SLAM Statistics course completed the Second Year Algebra Readiness Test, which
included concepts aligned to geometry and first-year algebra. Students in dual-credit SLAM PreCalculus were assessed by the Math Analysis Readiness Test which gauges their preparation for
the material they will cover in the course. While the MDTP was developed primarily as a
diagnostic tool, the readiness test was used in this study to measure growth in student

14

https://mdtp.ucsd.edu/
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knowledge of math concepts. In addition to informing instructional practice, it served as another
indicator of the positive outcomes attributed to dual-credit course participation.
Pre- and post-test MDTP scores for SLAM Pre-Calculus students were statistically compared. As
shown in Figure 3, there were significant gains in scores overall, as well as in each of the
individual topic areas. These gains indicate that participation in the M-PReP’s SLAM Pre-Calculus
courses contributed to improvement in students’ knowledge of fundamental math concepts.
Students in the SLAM Statistics dual enrollment course did not demonstrate any statistically
significant differences on their MDTP scores. This may be due to the limited alignment of course
content to the assessment content.
Figure 2. SLAM Pre-Calculus students (N=102) showed significant gains in
understanding fundamental math concepts.
Exponents, Radicals,
Logarithms

2.48

Functions

2.35

Geometry

POST

PRE
3.71
4.52

1.52

2.30

Linear Equations &
Inequalities

2.33

Polynomials & Quadratic
Equations

2.33

Rational Expressions

2.43

3.36
3.95
3.97
13.45

TOTAL

21.81

1d. In what ways does participation in M-PReP impact earned college credit in mathematics?

Over 75% of students in dual-credit SLAM courses earned college credit in math.
During the 2018-19 school year, 449 unduplicated students 15 enrolled in SLAM courses across the
seven M-PReP school. In all, 75% of the students passed the course. These students were mostly
11th and 12th graders, with nine 10th graders enrolled in School B. Table 19 displays the pass rates
by school and course. These students have all earned college credit in math.
Table 19. SLAM Course Pass Rates for 2018-19
SLAM PreTOTAL
School A
School B
Calculus
(N=175)
(n=30)
(n=23)

School C
(n=38)

School D
(n=15)

School E
(n=35)

School F
(n=0)

School N
(n=34)

2018-19

90%

73%

96%

97%

100%

100%

---

79%

2017-18

67%

15%

50%

75%

83%

91%

---

---

SLAM
Statistics

TOTAL
(N=274)

School A
(n=50)

School B
(n=22)

School C
(n=26)

School D
(n=22)

School E
(n=31)

School F
(n=59)

School N
(n=64)

2018-19

72%

60%

100%

54%

73%

71%

95%

64%

2017-18

70%

59%

100%

---

---

---

---

---

Notes: All totals (n’s) are from 2018-19. For School F, only second semester enrollment/grades were included.

15

Two students from School N completed both SLAM Pre-Calculus and Statistics courses.
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The majority of students in SLAM Pre-Calculus (90%) earned college credit through passing this
course with a “C” or better. As shown, student pass rates in 2018-19 are significantly higher at
schools that offered this course in 2017-18 with 90% of the 175 students earning college credit.
This pass rate is 23 percentage points higher than the previous year. The major changes came
from two schools: one large comprehensive high school moving from a 15% pass rate in 2017-18
to 73% in 2018-19. Two changes that occurred in the 2018-19 school year were replacing the
original teacher and adding a daily 25-minute enrichment period. The teacher, professor, and
students credited the enrichment period for providing the students added time to work in
student-centered study groups.
A second school that experienced significant growth also incorporated extra time. One of the
charters improved from 75% to 97% with the additional of a period of student-centered
collaboration scheduled within the regular school day. Both examples of extra time provided in
the school day were implemented in the second half of the course.
The SLAM Statistics program also saw a slight increase in pass rates in 2018-19 with 72% of the 274
students earning college credit. Five new schools launched the program in 2018-19 with four
partnered with a CSU and the fifth (School F) partnering with a CCC. The CSU version of the
course piloted a complete revision to mirror the new course at the university to comply with EO
1110. The CCC version took a different approach with a Pre-Statistics course provided in the fall
as a pre-requisite to the transfer-level course in the Spring. Teachers and professors from both the
CCC and CSU programs collaborated several times throughout the year and participated in
team grading sessions. The CSU program is considering adopting the CCC model of Pre-Statistics
in the fall and transfer-level Statistics in the Spring for the 2020-2021 school year.
Several 2017-18 SLAM students who graduated in Spring 2018 and completed their first year of
college, also earned college credit in math. Of the 212 2018 graduates, 83 provided college
transcripts for review. Table 20 presents enrollment and earned credit for these 83 students by
overall and by school. Note that 38 of the 83 students (46%) did not attempt to enroll in math
during their first year of college.
Table 20. Earned College Math Credit (in First Year of College) for 2018 SLAM Graduates
TOTAL

School A

School B

School C

School D

School E

School F

School N

#Students
With Verified
Transcripts

83

28

12

9

2

3

No
data

29

#Enrolled in
Math First
Year of
College

45

15

3

8

2

3

No
data

14

% (#) Earned
Math Credits

67%
(30)

47%
(7)

67%
(2)

50%
(4)

100%
(2)

100%
(3)

No
data

86%
(12)

Note: Unverifiable data was not included in calculations.

As shown, two-thirds (67%) of the verified SLAM students enrolled and earned college credit in
math, overall.
Finally, college credit in math was also earned by SLAM students across M-PreP schools who may
have completed advanced placement math courses during the school year (e.g., AP Calculus,
AP Statistics) and scored a 3 or higher on the AP exam. As shown in Table 5, from the data
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available across the M-PReP schools, five 12th graders who participated in SLAM, also earned
college credit through AP.
1e. In what ways does participation in M-PReP impact college matriculation?
97% of SLAM students attended college immediately after high school graduation.
In spring 2018, 212 SLAM students graduated from their respective high schools. Through
available data retrieved from the National Student Clearinghouse and reviews of transcripts
provided by students, verifiable college matriculation data were available for 172 students. Of
those, 97% (n =166) were matriculated into college during the 2018-19 school year. A total of six
students reported that they were not attending college. The remaining 40 students self-reported
at the end of their senior year in high school that their plan was to attend a specific college the
following fall, but no confirming data were available. Table 21 shows the college enrollment
patters for the class of 2018.
Table 21. College System Enrollment Summary – Fall 2018

Fall 2018

TOTAL

UC

CSU

CCC

OTHER

166

20

92

44

10

Over half of the students attending college chose to enroll at a California State University
campus which matches the intention of SLAM program in having students earn CSU General
Education credits for section B4 Mathematics/Quantitative Reasoning. Additionally, two thirds of
the students enrolling in a CSU chose their local campus of CSU Los Angeles or CSU Dominguez
Hills, again matching the intention of the SLAM program serving as a feeder pathway for these
two partner universities. The most enrolled UC campus was UC Los Angeles, with nine students
choosing to attend. The most enrolled CCC campuses included Santa Monica College, East Los
Angeles College and El Camino College. Other out of state and private colleges included
Boston College, Northwestern and Stanford University.
1f. In what ways does participation in M-PReP impact college retention?
Students in the SLAM courses were provided guidance in order to help prepare for matriculation,
transition, and retention in college. As a retention tool, The College Transition Plan (CTP) was
designed to prepare students to maximize their experience of college orientation and transition
to their anticipated college of attendance. Given that college orientations are large,
overwhelming events, the CTP was designed to highlight important areas of the process and
allow students to preview and discuss this information in a smaller group setting and safe space.
College Transition Plan (CTP)
The Year Two CTP curriculum was expanded from one month to a year-long curriculum based on
lessons learned from the first year of implementation.
The Year Two CTP curriculum was expanded from a single semester in Year One to a year-long
curriculum based on lessons learned from the first year of implementation, which demonstrated
that students needed more guidance on where to apply to college and how to choose their
college of attendance. The original Year 1curriculum consisted of four lessons: (1) Overview of
college graduation requirements, including general education and courses required for the
major, (2) How to plan a college course schedule, (3) Mapping out a four-year course plan, and
(4) How to adjust if plans are changed/interrupted. During this second year, the following lessons
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and topics were included: introduction to counseling support, review of college application
items, review of financial aid, review of admission and financial aid offer letters, review of
college student support services and how/when to utilize them and completion of a Fall
Semester college class schedule.
Year Two CTP lessons were provided based on the following schedule. All lessons were taught by
College Bridge staff.
o August 2018- one class session to introduce counseling support
o October 2018 - two class sessions to review college application items
o December 2018 - one class session to review financial aid
o April 2019 - two class sessions to review admission and financial aid offer letters
and submit a Statement of Intent to Register (SIR)
o May 2019 - four weekly class sessions to complete a Fall Semester college class
schedule and other matriculation items
The year-long CTP allowed for students to receive support throughout the complete process of
college search, application, and matriculation. Effects of this CTP on retention will be available
with the SLAM class of 2019 data report.
First Year College Experience
M-PReP students in their first year of college found their CTP experience in high school helpful in
preparing them for college.
SLAM students who graduated high school in 2018 were surveyed near the end of their first
semester in college (Fall 2018) and asked questions about how participation in the M-PReP
program helped them prepare for, transition to, and remain in college. Other than those
reported on a Likert scale, all responses were open ended to allow students to provide details.
The most common responses are presented in the tables below. The outcomes are presented by
school as well as aggregate to analyze by environment (school site and SLAM teacher). The
students who responded to the First Year Survey questions experienced the Year One CTP
curriculum.
The Year One CTP experience was customized for each student in that all activities/lessons
involved the students looking at information relevant to their personal situation for their specific
college of attendance. During Lesson 4 students were given the opportunity to log in to their
college student portal to become familiar with the interface and learn to navigate
communication systems. A student from School B summarized the experience when exclaiming:
Checking my college email and portal is a life saver! Those are the main sources of
communication from the university to the student. Often many students aren't aware of
the events occurring on campus. This is mainly because [my college] is a commuter
school and not many people are involved on campus. However, I noticed that if you put
in the effort to check emails daily you can find many great opportunities.
Students also described other components of the CTP curriculum and experience they found to
be most helpful to them in their first year of college. The most common responses centered on
four themes: learning about the requirements for general education and college major courses,
learning how to plan, time management skills, and overall information about what to expect in
college. The breakdown of student responses is presented in Table 22.

Table 22. Most Helpful Item Learned From CTP
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What was the most helpful thing you learned from the
CTP lessons you completed in High School

TOTAL
(N=138)

Awareness of courses for major and GE

26%

Planning

19%

Time Management

10%

College Expectations

9%

Information on transcripts, transfers, & resources

4%

While some students focused on specific components of the CTP, for many the lessons melded
into the larger picture of college planning. For the specifics, one student from School B valued
“how to organize my schedule and learn to make time for studying.” Another student from the
same school shared, “I learned the different classes you should be taking for GE and then
transitioning into classes that will help you obtain your major.” Awareness of GE courses was the
most common response reported by students.
A longer view was described by yet another student from School B who realized, “I was given a
vision of what my upcoming four years would look like and that was really helpful because I had
no idea of what I was going to be getting myself into.” The latter student’s reflection mirrored the
exact intension of the CTP to help students see the big picture of their college program and not
arrive viewing it one semester at a time. The benefits of taking time to examine the long view
was exemplified by a student at School N who shared, “The most helpful thing I learned was
what was expected of me throughout college and how to be able to graduate within four
years.” Other aspects of the CTP experience students found helpful in their first year of college
included financial awareness and information about transcripts and transfers.
As an overall program, the CTP was experienced differently by students across school sites due
to a variety of challenges. At School A there was a series of schedule conflicts (mainly state
standardized testing) which prevented the CTP from being delivered during class time. The CTP
became a voluntary after school class and attendance was low. School E experienced
schedule conflicts with the professor’s co-teaching schedule. School N only received one
modified session as part of a larger M-PReP related event. The only school to receive the full CTP
as intended was School C. Two main factors contributed to this: (1) the teacher finished the
SLAM class on schedule and had several weeks of available class time, and (2) the school was
staffed with a strong college counselor who could teach the CTP content without assistance.
Despite the variety in CTP implementation across sites, students found the CTP helpful in
preparation for college (see Tables 23 and 24 below). Nearly all students reported that having a
college plan before high school graduation was helpful to them in college and 90% reported
that the CTP experience was helpful in planning and choosing first semester college courses.
Table 23. Rating of Helpfulness of Seeing 4 Year College Plan During CTP
How helpful were the CTP
lessons in seeing your 4 year
TOTAL
School A
School B
School C
college course plan before
(N=138)
(n=52)
(n=23)
(n=7)
you graduated from high
school?
Very Helpful
23%
21%
45%
44%
Mostly Helpful

43%

40%

32%

A Little Helpful

28%

17%

23%

Not Very Helpful

4%

33%

School E
(n=9)

School N
(n=47)

22%

11%

11%

58%

56%

24%

11%

8%

*School D - During the 2017-18 school year, there were only five 12th grade School D students enrolled in any SLAM math class. FERPA regulations
prohibit reporting on students in groups of five or less.
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Table 24. Rating of Helpfulness CTP in Preparing Fall Semester Courses
How helpful were the CTP
lessons in preparing you to
plan and choose your Fall
semester courses at your
college orientation?
Very Helpful

TOTAL
(N=138)

School A
(n=52)

School B
(n=23)

School C
(n=7)

School E
(n=9)

School N
(n=47)

22%

14%

27%

22%

22%

13%

Mostly Helpful

40%

15%

41%

56%

33%

50%

A Little Helpful

28%

17%

6%

33%

26%

Not Very Helpful

5%

5%

11%

11%

*School D - During the 2017-18 school year, there were only five 12th grade School D students enrolled in any SLAM math class. FERPA regulations
prohibit reporting on students in groups of five or less.

Utilizing Support Services.
M-PReP Students are utilizing student services linked to retention.
The CTP emphasized that it was extremely important to ask for help with any problem they were
experiencing as a college student. Various scenarios were presented to teach students that
there is a support office on campus that they can utilize for virtually any problem they may
experience.
A report by Hanover Research, Strategies for Improving Student Retention (2014), included a key
finding that there are seven constructs that influence student retention: (1) academic advising,
(2) social connectedness (3) student involvement (4) faculty and staff approachability (5)
business procedures (6) learning experiences and (7) student support services. This same report
states the most important of these is Academic Advising.
Student survey responses shown in Table 25 show that over half of M-PReP students reported
utilizing Academic Advising in their first year of college.
Table 25. Academic Support Services Utilized
TOTAL
Academic Support Service Utilized
(N=138)
Professor office hours

51%

On campus tutor center/services

36%

Study groups/peer tutors

48%

Academic advising

51%

Have not used any

14%

Other

3%

Note: Students were able to select multiple options so total may be greater than 100%.

In addition, more than 50% of students sought advising assistance through utilizing Professor
Office Hours. A student from School N commented, “I would like to share that the SLAM program
prepared me a lot because professors only help you if you request the help from them. If you
don't reach out they won't reach out to you and this makes you realize that this is what the real
world is like.” Through the SLAM program, College Bridge learned of students’ trepidation
interacting with professors and learned how the experience in high school helps to alleviate their
fears. The CTP builds on the SLAM classroom experience by showing students that the professors
and part of a large support network at the college.
Additionally, M-PReP students sought out their peers for social connectedness, student
involvement, and learning experiences. Nearly half of the students reported utilizing study groups
and/or peer tutors, and nearly one third had joined at least one student club/organization their
first year in college. While students did not specifically refer to the use of business procedures on
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campus, other student support services were utilized including the Student Health Center and
Career Center.
Table 26. College Resources Utilized
College Resource Utilized

TOTAL
(N=138)

Student clubs/organizations

30%

Career center
Student health center

30%
25%

Have not used any

35%

Other

7%

Note: Students were able to select multiple options so total may be greater than 100%.

Overall, responses to the First Year Survey indicate that participation in the M-PReP program has
helped students transition to and remain in college, despite personal and academic challenges.
Beyond earning college credit through the SLAM dual enrollment class, students have learned
problem solving and critical thinking skills that are key to college success. Comments from
students from School A such as “It has been an easier college transition thanks to the exposure
of the SLAM class,” along with “My experience was great and thank you for making this program
possible for high schoolers,” suggest M-PReP is a positive experience for students. Even students
who do not earn college credits through SLAM appreciated the experience with two students
from School A stating, “Take SLAM serious it really helps. I didn't pass it but it helped me with the
class I'm taking now” and “My experience in the SLAM program has taught me that even
though I didn’t do well in math throughout the years and I didn’t pass the first semester, it taught
me how to better myself in time management and motivation to do my work.”
1g. In what ways does participation in M-PReP impact college completion?
M-PReP students completed their first year of college in the 2018-19 school year. College
completion metrics are expected at the end of the 2019-20 school year for students attending
community college.
2. In what ways does participation in the following M-PReP Communities of Practice (CoPs)
influence teacher practice preparing students for SBAC and/or college mathematics?

Teachers reported positive influence of collaboration and collaborative efforts in their
work with one another.
Effective collaboration is the cornerstone of M-PReP’s work with teachers and schools. There is
no single theory of collaboration and much of the literature uses this term broadly to encompass
a variety of strategies and activities. “In fact, the term has been used so ubiquitously that it is in
danger of losing all meaning” (DuFour, 2004, p. 31). Nevertheless, collaboration is regarded as a
vital component of school reform (Gajda & Koliba, 2007). Through its collaborative efforts, such
as professional development opportunities and grading meetings, M-PReP promotes common
goals and achievement of shared outcomes.
The presence of key collaborative elements in M-PReP’s work was assessed from the perspective
of the participants through survey and interview. Surveyed teachers were asked about the
presence of research-based collaboration elements in their work with College Bridge during this
program year, such as PD sessions, work groups, planning meetings, or similar opportunities.
Figure 4 presents these results.
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Figure 4. Participants generally agreed on the positive, collaborative elements and
structure of the program. (N=10)
Strongly Disagree

Disagree

Neutral

Agree

Strongly Agree

40%

60%

Purpose and expected goals of each meeting always
made clear.
Participants always exhibited appropriate
behavior/respect for group.
Environment was always safe and non-judgmental.
Participants always encouraged to share opinions and
give feedback.
Participants' opinions and perspectives were treated
respectfully.
Participants always actively and collectively engaged in
discussions and/or decision making.
Many opportunities to share individual experiences to
stimulate discussion/feedback.
Many opportunities to develop strategies for achieving
common goals or objectives.
Successes or accomplishments were due to
collaborative efforts of participants.
Outcomes were more enhanced through the
collaboration of the participants.
0%

20%

80%

100%

Interviews with M-PReP’s dual-credit SLAM teachers also included discussions of the benefits of
collaboration and the support of their SLAM peers. Teachers spoke of community message
boards, email communication, texting, grading meetings, and other opportunities to ask and
clarify content and information for student questions as all very useful to them.
2a. SLAM Dual-Credit Communities of Practice (CoPs)?
The involvement of the professor in the classroom continues to be lauded by teachers as the
most beneficial aspect of the program.
The SLAM Dual-Credit CoPs consisted of three groups: (1) CSU Statistics, (2) CSU Pre-Calculus,
and (3) CCC Statistics. The CSU Statistics CoP launched the first SLAM pilot in the 2013-14 school
year, CSU Pre-Calculus launched the second pilot in 2017-18, and CCC Statistics just completed
their first year. The CSU groups are in an urban setting in Southern California; the CCC team is
located in rural areas of California’s Central Valley. Subsets of the two Statistics teams met three
times during the school year. One member of the CSU Statistics CoP was also on the CSU PreCalculus team.
In the following sections the teachers are coded by Subject (S = Statistics, PC = Pre-Calculus)
followed by School (A, B, C, D, E, F, N), so Teacher PC-D is the Pre-Calculus teacher from High
School D.
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Across all SLAM CoPs, the involvement of the college or university professor in the classroom
continues to be lauded by teachers as the most beneficial aspect of the program. However, it
must be noted that it is critical to choose both teachers and professors carefully.
Teacher S-F provided some self-reflection that perfectly summarizes the important teacher
qualities. He shared:
The type of teacher that I am…I’m always looking forward to learning and growth. And
sometimes, you need that extra support because two brains can accomplish more. That
was proven by how we communicated with [the professor] - there was another teacher
that was also working with us. So, there were three of us and, as a team, you accomplish
more.
Teacher S-F alludes to the notion that teaching is often an isolating job. There are many outside
influences on teachers but when your class begins and you close your door, it is just you and the
students. Teachers become accustomed to the isolation and many have trepidation about
opening up their classroom and themselves to a college professor. The most important quality in
the teacher, besides strong content knowledge, is a desire to grow professionally through peer
collaboration. In their year-end interviews, the SLAM teachers continually reflect on their
professional growth.
In addition to the collaboration outside of class, the lessons led by the professors continue to be
valued by the teachers. Regarding the professor modeling lessons, Teacher S-F continued, “that
was one of my favorite parts because I would be able to see how she teaches these concepts
and how I should improve or do something differently…and it allowed me to also view it from the
student’s point of view.” The teachers consistently reported the value of observing different
teaching approaches. Teacher PC-N shared, “Working with the professor was really good. He
presented the information in ways that were different, so that was helpful.”
In addition to the observations, Teacher PC-A expanded on the PD model by explaining the
shared responsibility between the professor and teacher for student learning. She explained
that, “you’re developing that relationship with somebody…so the burden is not just upon the
professor. It’s upon both of us.” Both the professors and teachers shared stories of specific
students who struggled and their combined efforts helping student overcome barriers.
In year two, the professors scaled back their school visits to about one per quarter. In thinking
forward to year three, Teacher PC-A said, “Having the professor there was, for me, very
beneficial. I wish he could be there next year, but that’s just me being selfish.” This sentiment was
shared by all participating teachers in the program.
Teachers who were in their second year of the program in 2018-19 shared some specifics
regarding the involvement of the professors. Teacher PC-D reported the benefits professionally
and also to her students:
I really like him coming; it’s a reinforcement. It’s a reminder to students that hey you are
in college. It really helped me that way. And also, I like that he was able to observe me
and provide feedback on how I’m doing. I constantly assess myself and I want to know
whether I’m doing right or wrong. And when he’s there, I feel better, like okay, I’m going
in the right direction or this is what I should work on.
It is worth repeating that SLAM teachers place great value on professional growth. Whereas
some teachers may be uncomfortable with constructive feedback, SLAM teachers view it as
supportive. It also must be noted that the teacher-professor teams spend a year working sideby-side in the classroom and build a relationship prior to the professor conducting observations.
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Further, the observations are informal and only between the teacher and professor. It is clear to
all stakeholders from the very beginning that these observations are formative and never to be
used as official teacher evaluations.
Another second-year SLAM teacher provided feedback about her interactions with the
professor. Her comments reveal a key aspect of how the SLAM classes focus on developing solid
math content knowledge. She explained:
There were times when I wasn’t quite sure if what I was doing was necessarily the correct
mathematical way because I remember the professor saying, oh that’s just a gimmick. You
know, like cross-multiply is not a thing, it’s just a gimmick to help kids. So, I would second
guess myself. I’m like oh wait, am I supposed to say this or not?
Gimmicks are ubiquitous in K-12 mathematics. For example, many of us grew up learning Please
Excuse My Dear Aunt Sally to recall the order of operations; however, the mnemonic does not
allow for the potential reversal of certain operations as they occur from left to right. Gimmicks
are used to help students recall processes but come at the expense of developing deep
conceptual knowledge. Since M-PReP’s goal is preparing students for college-level
mathematics, gimmicks are antithetical to the program’s philosophy.
The teachers also reported that the involvement of the professor helped students overcome a
fear of interacting with college instructors. Teacher PC-B explained, “I think they were just too shy
with the professor. but at the end, they started opening up.” These comments were reiterated by
all of the teachers. Of the SLAM Alumni students who completed the first-year college survey this
year, 51% reported utilizing Professor Office Hours for additional support. The college students
shared that their interactions with the SLAM professor in high school helped them learn to utilize
this type of support in college.
While teachers, professors, and students laud the SLAM model for providing countless benefits to
everyone involved, the implementation requires navigating seemingly endless institutional barriers.
With that in mind, this section will conclude with a quotation from Teacher PC-D:
I’m loving it! I love the kids. I love the class. I love their motivation. I would love to have two
periods and I’m working towards it. I’m putting my heart and soul in the program so that
more kids can take it.
SLAM Statistics CoPs. In the Fifth Year of Collaboration, Teachers and Professors Began Integrating
with their Partner Institutions.
Given the team’s longevity and the design of the project, the CSU Statistics group is self-sufficient
requiring little support from College Bridge. The professor leads the project for both the high
school teachers and university faculty as the program was fully implanted at the college to
comply with EO-1110. The high school teachers join the approximately 80 adjunct faculty
members who teach the course for annual professional development. Additional PD for the high
school teachers includes weekly collaboration calls and team grading. The professor
incorporates best practices from M-PReP PD into her work at the university.
In addition to the professor, the first pilot high school teacher has completed five years in the
program and has taken on a leadership role in the project. He has been hired as an adjunct
faculty member and teaches the Statistics course at the university as well as at the high school.
The professor-lead teacher team worked in close collaboration throughout the year and in
support of SLAM teachers with the role leading professional development divided between
them.
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In addition to an increased role in professional development, the lead teacher took on research
work with university. Given the roll-out of EO-1110, the SLAM Statistics program went through a
major revision for the 2018-19 school year. The SLAM lead teacher assisted in the evaluation of
the program for over 2,500 college students and 215 high school seniors.
The university professor is also deepening work with the partner high schools. M-PReP revealed a
misalignment of the CCSS-M to assessments. The professor, in conjunction with the lead teacher,
presented a workshop on the topic during a summer College Readiness PD Seminar and is
prepared to provide additional support to M-PReP high schools with the greatest alignment
needs.
Program Changes to Increase College Math Readiness. Teachers Reported the Flipped
Classroom Model Increased Student Accountability for Learning and Classroom Participation.
As mentioned earlier, the SLAM Statistics program underwent major changes in the 2018-19
school year with the new course mirroring the changes at the university. The changes included
using the university’s Canvass system, implementing a flipped classroom, using clickers during
lectures, and mastery grading.
The professor explained it best when she said, “we did a partial flip of the class where students
were expected to pre-read the book and take a reading quiz before coming into class so that
the harder material was covered in class.” The teachers unanimously reported the flipped
classroom requiring students to complete assigned reading before class in conjunction with a
clicker system were both successes. Teacher S-C shared, “I love the fact that the kids did all of
the reading ahead of time and they came in and the lecture itself was more of clarification
rather than actually teaching and spending three days on the same topic.” While Teacher S-C
pointed out the time-saving aspects of the changes, Teacher S-A furthered this point in terms of
student accountability for learning. He explained, “That took a lot of the onus off the teacher
and the teacher talk out and put it back on the students; it was a good tool that helped
facilitate student-to-student discussion.” Also noticing the heavier involvement of students when
using the flipped classroom with clickers, Teacher S-N considered how the change would
prepare students for college:
The first two years I did the program it was nice to kind of lecture and talk but seeing how
they were able to take more ownership made me realize that that’s going to really
prepare them for the next level in their college career. So, I really liked the new change.
Overall, the flipped classroom model that placed the responsibility on the students to come to
class prepared paired with the use of clickers to guide class discussion was easily implemented
and can be incorporated in all high school classrooms.
Two additional changes had mixed reviews. First was the use of the university’s Canvas learning
management system. While all of the teachers agreed the experience with Canvas would
benefit students when they went to college, the teachers in the CSU Statistics CoP were not
permitted access themselves as the university professor was the instructor of record. Since the
student grades were in Canvas, the teachers could not access them and struggled to answer
student questions about grades. Teacher S-A explained, “the lack of accessibility to Canvas
limited the usefulness of me as the instructor.” The situation was discussed explicitly by Teacher SE who lamented, “I don’t have access to their Canvass portals so sometimes they would ask me
questions and I didn’t know how to answer them. I needed to contact [the professor] and then
wait for a response. Then I could communicate it.”
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In contrast, in the CCC Statistics CoP the high school teacher was also an adjunct faculty
member of the college and, as such, was able to be the professor of record for the course. He
discussed at length how he was able to use data from the student learning management system
to determine areas in which students needed additional support.
The second change that received mixed reviews was the implementation of mastery grading.
The professor described the impetus for the change:
The mastery grading is critical, because it gives students an idea of what they know and
what they don’t know. And how to improve. And it’s very forgiving in that students have
all semester to try to accomplish the goals of the course.
The professor continued to explain the downside of master grading in the first year as well as two
other areas for change in 2019-20:
I think there were three main issues with the course. One was that the outcomes that we
used, the mastery outcomes last semester were not as clear and transparent as we
would have liked. We only had three and they were more of what would be called a
specifications bundle and that was not clear enough to the students. So, in the Spring,
we’ve actually already made some improvements and we have 24 learning outcomes
for the Spring semester. The second thing is that the pacing of the course was not ideal.
We spent too much time early on, on the easier material, the descriptive statistics, which
left insufficient time for the inferential statistics. And then, thirdly the support activities
were lacking in certain areas, where it needed additional numeracy activities. We
needed some technology support projects that would have enhanced our student skills
in the technology area.
The third concern about numeracy activities led the team to consider implementing the PreStatistics course used by the CCC Statistics CoP. The final outcomes for that course saw a 95%
pass rate. The CSU Statistics CoP plans to launch a revision using Pre-Stats in the 2019-20 school
year.
SLAM Pre-Calculus CoP. Teacher Practice Changes in the Second Year of the Program.
Using the M-PReP model of implementing dual-credit courses on a high school campus, we
found that it takes two years to change teacher practice and at least three years to implement
the backwards alignment of the college Pre-Calculus course through grade nine. Unlike the
SLAM Statistics CoP that began prior to M-PReP in 2013, the SLAM Pre-Calculus program
launched as part of M-PReP in the 2017-18 school year. In the 2018-19 school year, the teachers
from Schools C, D, and E were in their second year and Schools A, B, and N were in their first.
The model provides to types of professional development: (1) job-embedded PD in year one
where the professor models lessons in the classroom twice per week, and (2) out-of-school
collaboration co-planning and co-grading with the professor and teachers from each partner
high school.
From interviews with the dual-credit teachers we learned that in year one they are focused on
learning the curriculum and pacing. The year one experience was detailed well by Teacher PCN who reported:
Because it was my first time and the professor was teaching, I wasn’t sure what he
wanted me to do on the days off. Just gauging how to effectively use the time with the
students and how to focus on all the different things when presenting a new curriculum.
All new SLAM teachers discuss challenges in their first year pacing the course between the days
of the professor-led lessons and their days teaching alone. Teacher PC-B shared that, “I just felt
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that there were times where I needed support trying to adjust to the new course, taking on a
new prep. It was a little overwhelming.”
Even though the “off days” are designed to be treated like a structured study hall, the teachers
are unsure if they should be previewing new content or reviewing past content. The challenges
with pacing were reported in conjunction with limited use of formative assessment data.
Teacher PC-N reflected, “I don’t think I really did a good job of using the data from the quizzes
to change the instruction because I felt like after the quiz it was already time to move on to the
next lesson.”
Teachers described how the collaboration with their peers helped them adjust to the course. For
example, during the team grading sessions, Teacher PC-N learned specific strategies from her
peers. She explained:
I picked things up from the teachers mentioning different things that they do. Like oh,
they’re actually doing this and they haven’t done that at all. I didn’t even realize I should
do that. So, there were things I figured out. For example, I was giving the homework and
collecting it, and then I realized the teachers were going over the problems one by one.
While the teachers discussed learning strategies from each other, they focused even more on
the importance of pacing with one another. Teacher PC-C said that what she found most
helpful was “meeting together and determining where everybody was…After we got together, I
feel like everything came into place.” It was determined that two team meetings a year for
pacing, one before each semester, would be implemented in the 2019-20 school year with
email check-ins every Friday.
Team Grading Sessions. The PD Model Implemented Around Team Grading Sessions Provided
Multiple Effective Uses of Data.
The PD model developed to align the SLAM Pre-Calculus course to the high school math
curriculum utilized the intersegmental team exam grading sessions to collect quantitative and
qualitative course outcomes to determine best practices in curriculum and instruction. The data
were used in two ways: (1) to identify areas of student weaknesses and create resources to
address the weaknesses, and (2) as a motivational tool for students. The latter was not
intentional but realized through teacher interviews.
The original purpose of the PD model was to develop content to be backwards mapped into
grades 9-11 to better prepare students for college mathematics. The step-by-step procedure
that was implemented is as follows:
Step 1: Prepare for team grading. The professor developed a solution guide and rubric to score
each exam question. The exam questions were grouped by topic, for example questions 1-4
from Exam 1 assessed, “Linear Functions.” Each topic is listed as a content block. The spiraling of
the curriculum allows for content blocks to be repeated to foster retention of pre-requisite
mathematics and illustrate the connections to new content.
Step 2: Collect quantitative data. The SLAM teachers and professors convene for the grading
session with each teacher taking a content block of questions and norming their grading to the
professor. Using the rubric with oversight from the professor, one teacher scores the content
block for all six classes used in the data analysis. The quantitative data from each student was
recorded in an Excel worksheet for each class; these fed into an aggregate worksheet.
Step 3: Collect qualitative data. Once the quantitative data are entered, the qualitative data
are collected. With the group convened, the Principal Investigator (PI) asks each teacher to
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report on what they noticed that students understood, struggled with, and what variations, if
any, they noticed per class. The responses were recorded in a document organized by content
block. After the qualitative responses were collected, the team reviewed the quantitative
outcomes to determine which sites, if any, outperformed on the content block. The teachers
from the high performing sites were asked what, in their opinion, affected their students’
performance. This information was collected in a section titled, “Instructional Notes.”
Step 4: Compare outcomes over time. The process detailed above was implemented for three
exams. Trends in best practices for teaching foundational algebra content became apparent
after the second exam where students of two second-year SLAM teachers were having
consistent success. The teachers reported a heavy focus on similar SLAM Pre-Calculus lessons
that they had expanded upon with their students.
Step 5: Prepare the PD for the math department. As trends in best practices developed from the
outcomes of the SLAM Pre-Calculus exams, the teachers and professor identified the lessons and
classroom practices to formally develop lessons to present to each sites’ math department.
The lessons were presented to their peers in a College Math Alignment Seminar hosted by
College Bridge last June. Year three will allow us to determine to what extent the lessons will be
incorporated by their respective departments.
Another effective use of the data was revealed through the teacher interviews. As described
above, the quantitative exam results were entered in an Excel workbook that included studentlevel outcomes for each course and an aggregate worksheet comparing class-level outcomes.
The teachers reported using these outcomes to inform their own practice but also as a
motivational tool with students.
In terms of the collaborative process, Teacher PC-B explained:
For the midterms we did more of a collaboration. That was very helpful because we got
to see the misconceptions amongst the students…or you’ll see where some classes were
doing really well in those certain topics. And we talked about what they did and what
worked and then you would try it on in your own classroom.
All of the SLAM Pre-Calculus teachers discussed using the data to target areas of weaknesses
and implementing strategies shared by their peers. All of the teachers also discussed sharing the
data with their students. In this area, some competition arose that may have benefitted the
students. Schools D and E are the only two high schools in their district and, naturally, compete
against one another. School E has a history of outperforming School D. In terms of sharing data
with the students, Teacher PC-D reported,
I bring [the data] back to my class and it’s like hey, we did this and look, School E did
really well. They are doing this which means we need to beat them. You know, we can
do it. And it helps looking at it like yeah, we are almost there. We can do it!
In the 2018-19 school year, students at Schools D and E earned the same pass rate.
School A began as the underdog with students beginning the year with the weakest math skills.
Students from School A often lagged behind their peers from other schools on the exams.
Teacher PC-A explained:
I would take the data showing the averages to the students, you know talk to them
about hey, this is a problem, this is how we did, this is how the other schools did. And then
you know, maybe next time, you know we can kick some butt and be better.
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Both the teacher and professor reported that the students in School A worked diligently both in
and out of class. On the last section of the final exam that is arguably the most difficult content
tested, School A noticeably outperformed all the other schools.
In conclusion, the PD model used can be easily replicated and can be used at any level to
benefit both teachers and students.
Alignment to CAASPP. Second Year Teachers Identified and Further Developed Specific Math
Content and Strategies to Improve Student Outcomes.
As detailed in the previous finding, a transformation occurred in the second year. With a year of
data analysis using formative and summative assessments completed, the teachers further
developed targeted lessons that improved student learning while the professor developed
introductory lessons to address student weaknesses. In year two the teachers also implemented
collaborative student strategies to use with the formative assessments. Throughout year two the
teachers began extending the lessons and strategies with their other classes.
By the end of year two, a core set of lessons were developed that consist of foundational
content from earlier math courses that align to higher math while also providing students with a
framework to apply to new content. This is explained by Teacher PC-E who reported:
I felt like it was easier for me and for the students to understand when I taught the
quadratic function and the transformation. Once they understood with that topic, it
translated over to all the transformations for the other parent functions. So, we didn’t
spend as much time in exponential equations or logarithms or anything like that. So, that
was rewarding. And the kids, they felt like they’re getting it. And I actually felt like they
were getting it. So, it wasn’t like other years, where I felt like okay, I’m going to reteach it
all over again. It was more like they retained the knowledge.
The teachers credited the students’ retention and transference of knowledge to the use of
multiple models and technology to explore functions with the teacher utilizing an inquiry-based
pedagogical approach. Teacher PC-D, PC-E, and the professor collaborated on the
development of extension lessons to present to teachers in grades 9-11. The lessons were
presented to their peers in a College Math Alignment Seminar hosted by College Bridge last
June. Year three will allow us to determine to what extent the lessons will be incorporated by
their respective departments. The Pre-Calculus dual-credit course has provided two
encouraging quantitative outcomes that may entice teachers to implement the lessons.
Perhaps the most encouraging finding from Pre-Calculus for high school math teachers is
student performance on the CAASPP/EAP Scores. Recall that 11th graders are required to take
the CAASPP and is a major accountability measure for California’s schools. The CSU uses the 11th
grade scores as one measure of college readiness, called the Early Assessment Program (EAP).
The test is a culmination covering three years of high school math content. Given the PreCalculus course’s focus on rebuilding foundational math concepts, schools were encouraged to
offer the program to 11th graders as well as seniors. Of the 129 juniors who participated, 84%
have meet or exceeded standards via CAASPP/EAP. Disaggregated by year, 70 juniors
participated in 2018-19 with 90% meeting or exceeding standards.
Another encouraging finding is the 90% (n = 174 juniors or seniors) pass rate for the college PreCalculus course. When disaggregated by first-year vs second-year teachers, the pass rates for
2018-19 are 98% and 76%, respectively. These outcomes align with the findings discussed above
with second-year teachers developing lessons based on best practices and utilizing strategies
for formative assessments. Another factor that impacts pass rates is the student recruitment and
selection process which sites improve in year two.
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In year three the findings discussed above are presented to the high school math departments
along with the alignment lessons. Two years of CAASPP alignment work has also been integrated
to find the alignment with the college assessments. The work developing the alignment lessons
between the college Pre-Calculus course and SBAC will be complete this winter and piloted in
the spring.
2b. Math Department Communities of Practice (CoPs)?
Seven high school math departments participated in M-PReP in the 2018-19 school year. The
departments from Schools B, C, or N are small with five teachers at each site. Schools A, D, E,
and F are larger with between eleven and fifteen teachers in the math department. M-PReP’s
focus with the Math Department CoPs is academic improvement in grades 9-11 as measured by
CAASPP.
Students’ academic performance, as measured by CAASPP, is one of the metrics of school
accountability in California. Four M-PReP sites (Schools A, B, C, and N) have been working on
SBAC alignment for close to three years prior to M-PReP and had annual achievement goals.
These sites are part of a large school district or large charter management organization that
include math coordinators providing targeted SBAC support to sites. In contrast Schools D, E,
and F are in small districts and had little to no SBAC support prior to M-PReP.
In addition to the wide spectrum of each Math Departments’ prior experience with SBAC and
CAASPP, additional variables at each site affected the functionality of the groups. Perhaps the
greatest factor was having a person well-versed in SBAC and CAASPP who conducted targeted
data collection and analysis for the department. As mentioned above, Schools A, B, C, and N
had support prior to M-PReP; these sites also had either an Assistant Principal or Math
Department Chair dedicated to data collection and analysis. The schools used either districtcreated SBAC-aligned benchmark assessments, CAASPP Interim Assessments or a combination
of both for data collection. The data were regularly collected, analyzed, and presented to the
math departments for data-driven decision making. Targeted additional support was provided
to students based on the data findings. At these sites, M-PReP provided qualitative data
collection, analysis, and reporting as well as findings for best practices across sites. Department
chairs and SLAM teachers served as liaisons for their respective departments aiding in the data
collection and reporting processes.
At the onset of M-PReP, School F hired a full-time math coach and joined a tangential grant
project focused on setting and achieving academic goals. The principal, coach, and a lead
teacher worked in collaboration with both M-PReP and the additional support grant to meet
CAASPP goals. The math coach provided intensive support to the department facilitating
grade-level and department-wide professional development. School F’s math department
utilized CAASPP Interim Assessments with the math coach taking the lead to set up the
department’s access to the resources as well as collecting and analyzing data. At School F, MPReP worked closely with the math coach, analyzed data, created reports, and provided
grade-level and department-wide professional development. The 11th grade Math III team dove
into the work and administered all Interim Assessment Blocks provided by CAASPP.
Unlike the other M-PReP sites, Schools D and E did not have a teacher, coach, or administrator
well-versed in SBAC or CAASPP to support the schools. Like at School F, M-PReP attempted to
assist the Math Departments in the utilization of CAASPP Interim Assessments as well as data
analysis and reporting. However, the math teachers at Schools D and E were routinely restricted
access within the CAASPP system. Access was provided to administer CAASPP Interim
Assessments, but not to access outcome data. When M-PReP was able to access data for
analysis and reporting, teachers did not have access to their class-level data. Professional
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development time was often spent trying to gain teacher access to needed resources. Through
M-PReP several attempts were made throughout the year to make site and district
administration aware of the importance of the resources and provide teachers with the needed
access. At this writing the test coordinators and teachers still do not have the full access needed
to the CAASPP system.
Given the variation in the Math Department CoPs, outcome data paired with some key factors
are provided:
School A’s Math Department piloted a new textbook program in 2018-19 as part of a separate
grant project. They shifted from a traditional textbook to a problem-based program with a
pedagogical change to inquiry. The department was divided on the change as they were not
included in the decision. This resulted in some tension within the team. Their professional
development focused on the new program while a teacher took on the role of Intervention
Coordinator to focus on math CAASPP support. With the change in textbook, the goal was to
maintain CAASPP outcomes from the previous year. The school increased by one percentage
point with 20% of students meeting or exceeding standards.
School B has been working toward targeted CAASPP goals with the support of their math
department chair for three years. This year they set a target of 50% of students meeting or
exceeding standards. The team works well together and only laments over the limits to the time
they are permitted to meet. They have focused on performance tasks and rigorous coursework
for their students. They achieved their goal of 50% in 2018-19.
School C works under the direction of an administrator on CAASPP goals. The department has
weekly data meetings that result in targeted student interventions. The work is top-down and
teachers have voiced frustration with the model. Their CAASPP goal for 2018-19 was an increase
of five percentage points which they exceeded with an increase of six percentage points for a
total of 41% of students meeting or exceeding standards.
School D and E’s Math Departments are grouped by course with teachers working largely in subgroups. Department meetings usually focus on logistical or housekeeping issues. Professional
development time is rare and often occupied by district or site initiatives outside of math.
Teachers are provided pay for PD time outside of their contractual hours. This led to partial
participation and further fracturing of the department. For the differences, School D began
coalescing in the 2018-19 school year with a focus on vertical alignment. The 11th grade
teachers administered the Interim Comprehensive Assessment and valued the PD provided for
scoring the Performance Tasks. Teachers in the earlier grades had viewed the SBAC as an 11th
grade exam but the PD helped them realize the major role their courses have on the exam. The
positive changes occurring with the department have not yet reached the students. The schools
scores decreased by four percentage points with 25% of students meeting or exceeding
standards. In School E, the divisions widened in the 2018-19 school year. The math department is
riddled with personal conflicts that prevent many teachers from working together. The 11th
grade teachers did provide their students with one to two IABs in 2018-19. The schools scores
increased by four percentage points with 33% of students making or exceeding standards.
School F’s math department united around shared CAASPP goals with support from their math
coach, administrators, and counselors. While they mainly worked in grade-level teams, the math
coach provided connections between the teams. The teachers appear comfortable speaking
out, questioning, and sharing ideas. There is a concerted focus on student needs within
discussions. School F had a CAASPP target of five percentage points which they exceeded by
growing by 14 percentage points for a total of 31% meeting or exceeding standards.
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School N’s math department is similar to School B in working toward targeted CAASPP goals with
the support of their math department chair. The teachers appear to have control over decisionmaking in terms of curriculum and instruction. In the 2018-19 school year the decision was made
to change their instructional program to one that receives extensive support from their
administrative offices. Their scores dipped by two percentage points last year with 44% of
students meeting or exceeding standards.
2c. College Counseling Community of Practice (CoP)?

Teacher participation in CTP implementation and professional development activities
contributed to their students’ progress toward college graduation.
Consistent with the first year, time continued to be a challenge in the implementation of the
Counseling CoP. Not all counselors fully engaged in the collaborative process this year choosing
not to be involved with M-PReP outside of regular work hours.
Attempts were made to gather the CoP but these attempts were not always fruitful. The result
was that any CTP curriculum changes were made by the College Bridge College Counseling
Specialist. Further, not all counselors were available during the school day to help implement the
CTP lessons.
Fortunately, there were no issues with teachers regarding classroom access during this second
year, as experienced in the first year. To mitigate previous challenges, a well-defined schedule
was presented to all SLAM teachers at the start of the school year. Further, more consistent
contact between College Bridge and the teachers allowed for improved communication and
access. For example, teachers were more helpful in communicating information directly to
students, facilitating student surveys, and gather specific forms.
Additionally, during Year 2, there were opportunities for teachers to become more involved with
the CTP implementation as well as participate in CTP PD. With the addition of more CTP lessons
throughout the year, teachers became more invested in this part of the student dual-credit
experience and most seemed eager to participate. Near the end of the school year, a
professional development opportunity was offered for teachers on how to order college
transcripts for the dual enrollment students. While this was an activity that school counselors
typically help with, the students often go to teachers first for this information. Therefore, teachers
were trained in the process to be better prepared for these questions. All but two of the SLAM
teachers attended the PD.
Surveyed teachers from the M-PReP schools shared positive benefits they perceived from having
CTP taught in their classrooms. The teachers believed the curriculum helped students with course
scheduling. A teacher from school D shared that as a result of the students taking part in these
lessons, “students’ college retention will be much higher.” Another teacher from school E stated
that the CTP work enhanced the college preparation services that the school’s counseling office
already provided. Teachers reported that students learned important skills through their
experience with the curriculum such as taking responsibility of their transcripts and scheduling,
what the requirements and demands are to do well in college, and navigating school websites,
resources, and other information.
3. What, if any, key successes and challenges did the partners experience with M-PReP?
Successes

School F Transformed Its Math Department in One Year

The best implementation occurred at School F where a major transformation took place after
one year of implementation. While there were many factors that supported the success at the
school, the two that stand out are: (1) the pre-statistics curriculum, and (2) administrative
support.
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The dual-enrollment model used in year one was a Pre-Statistics course in the fall followed by a
Statistics course in the spring for students who earned a C or better in Pre-Stats. The Pre-Statistics
course held some key factors in the school’s transformation. First, the Pre-Stats course had been
carefully designed by the college’s partner professor to prepare students for transfer-level
Statistics. The course design was needed because there is little alignment between high school
math and statistics; most of the prerequisite content is from middle school. The basic skills that
students often lack (fractions, decimals, and percents) are needed in Statistics so the PreStatistics course was designed to address these weaknesses within concrete applications of
statistics. Of the 61 students who participated, 90% passed both courses. The success of the PreStatistics course led the school to create a new math class for students who failed Math II in their
sophomore year based on the Pre-Stats model. The new course integrates key high school math
concepts to help students get back on track for success on the CAASPP and in Math III their
senior year.
The other factor that was unique to School F was a shared vision and full support from all levels of
administration. The principal and district curriculum coordinator were involved from the
beginning and attended all meetings. The principal took the lead presenting the project to the
math and counseling departments and ensured that they were provided time for professional
development. Further, the school was engaged in an additional math CAASPP grant that
provided goal setting and planning support in collaboration with six other high schools. The
principal ensured that both grants worked in conjunction and the math coach and lead
teachers were supported through both projects.
After a year of implementation, the M-PReP team presented the outcomes to the professor,
math coach, and lead teachers. Some ideas for year two were discussed and presented to the
math department within their full-day grade-level meetings. The department shared some ideas
on how to proceed and brought these to a full department meeting that included the
counseling team to determine how courses may be structured for the following year. Once the
counselors and teachers developed their plan for math courses for the following year, the plans
were presented to the administration. After an additional few hours, a new set of math courses
were planned for the following schools year that included the additional of five new courses. A
new dual-enrollment sequence of College Algebra-Trigonometry was proposed to the university
leadership for STEM-bound students. The college agreed to the proposal and the new courses
were implemented as planned for 2019-20.

Schools F and N are Integrating CTP Into Their Work with All Seniors
One of the premises for incorporating a CTP into the SLAM program was to provide a testing
ground to determine what guidance, tools, and resources students need to make a smooth
transition to college and to ultimately graduate. The Year One Counseling CoP worked to design
and implement a curriculum of lessons with students who were college bound but needed extra
support beyond academic preparation. Positive feedback about the CTP was received across
all M-PReP sites from administrators, counselors, teachers and students. Success with the CTP has
now begun to impact students school wide, not just those in SLAM.
The counselor at School F decided to incorporate a version of the CTP lessons into their end of
year Senior Adult Wheel program. The Wheel program took place for three days during the last
week of school. All graduating seniors, not just SLAM dual enrollment students, rotated through a
series of workshops on various topics to help them prepare for life after high school. All students
were provided information on how find college graduations requirements for their major and
how to plan a college class schedule. The school counselor believed that the program, overall,
will increase the transfer rates from community college to a four-year university, adding that
“Our students left better prepared for the community college and had an advantage.”
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During the 2017-18 school year, School N developed and implemented a new class called
College Advisory. The is a required class for all 12th grade students which allows for intensive
college preparation work with all students, not just those in SLAM. There were several overlaps in
curriculum topics, but the College Advisory class did not personalize the activities as much as the
CTP. For this current school year, School N is incorporating additional CTP activities, such as
building a Fall college class schedule and navigating the college student portal, into their
College Advisory class.
Challenges

Providing Accurate and Consistent College Information to Students Requires
Participation from all Faculty and Staff
While our CTP program has been focused on engaging a lead counselor at each site, we have
learned that this work must reach further across school sites to include teachers and
administrators as well as deeper professional development for counselors.
Throughout this project College Bridge staff observed both inconsistent and incorrect
information about college and financial aid being delivered to students by both teachers and
counselors. Messaging varied across sites with some high schools encouraging students to pursue
the most competitive universities possible whereas others routed students to community college.
The support for students varied with smaller charter and magnet schools generally providing
more individual college counseling than large, comprehensive schools. Three of our four large
comprehensive high schools (Schools A, D and E) outsourced most college counseling activities
to outside organizations. It is important to note that one large comprehensive high school did
provide comprehensive student support and college counseling. In the schools that provided
college counseling, the counselors were generally well informed and participated in extensive
professional learning opportunities. In the school that outsourced, counselors had minimal
training that largely included attending events hosted by the UC, CSU, or a local community
college that focused on admission requirements and procedures.
Even with the availability of counselors, students seek information about college from teachers,
parents, and peers. All are good sources of motivation on WHY to go to college but lack training
and information on HOW to apply and select a best-fit college to attend. Additionally, they are
ill equipped to provide information to students on how to pay for college. We found counselors
also ill equipped in 75% of our large comprehensive high schools as they did not have adequate
training or content knowledge. This resulted in students receiving inconsistent and inaccurate
information about college.
In Schools A, D, and E students lacked sufficient information about college admission and
financial aid to make fully informed decisions about where to attend college. School A has one
counselor who provides college information but reported being unable to handle the caseload
of all seniors. Schools D and E do not have a college counselor. While all counselors may have
provided basic information about all college options, the M-PReP team observed inconsistent
messaging from staff that the students can only afford to attend community college.

Tables 27 and 28 below show the numbers of CSU and UC applications, admits and enrolls for all
M-PReP schools for Fall 2018.
The rate of admissions to application is greater than 70% for CSU and 50% for UC across all sites.
While the average number of students from each high school in the state attending a CSU or UC
campus varies widely, a useable comparative average comes from the California Master Plan
for Higher Education 16. Since inception, the UC was designed to enroll the top graduating

16

https://www.ucop.edu/acadinit/mastplan/MasterPlan1960.pdf
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students from each high school. This percentage began at 12.5% but was lowered to 9% in 2009.
The CSU was designed to enroll the top 33% of graduating high school seniors. Schools A falls
below these averages for both systems while School D falls far below as does School E in terms of
CSU enrollments.
Table 27. Fall 2018 CSU Applications, Admits, and Enrollments
CSU

# 12th
Graders

Apps

% Seniors/
Apps

Admits

%
Admits/
Apps

Enrolls

% Enrolls/
Admits

% Enrolls/
Seniors

School A

292

208

71%

148

71%

74

50%

25%

School B

101

84

83%

67

80%

34

51%

34%

School D

418

128

31%

94

73%

41

44%

10%

School E

443

189

43%

141

75%

50

35%

11%

School N

146

109

75%

100

92%

45

45%

31%

*data not available for School C

Table 28. Fall 2018 UC Applications, Admits, and Enrollments
UC

# 12th
Graders

Apps

% Seniors/
Apps

Admits

%
Admits/
Apps

Enrolls

% Enrolls/
Admits

% Enrolls/
Seniors

School A

292

88

30%

44

50%

19

50%

7%

School B

101

42

42%

28

67%

16

51%

16%

School C

133

52

39%

26

50%

17

31%

13%

School D

418

87

21%

47

54%

15

44%

4%

School E

443

107

24%

61

57%

38

35%

9%

School N

146

61

42%

33

54%

15

45%

10%

*data not available for School C

The issue was placed into content of the school for the combined UC & CSU Admit to Enrollment
Yield Rate. Table 29 shows the combined yield rates for all M-PReP schools. School E had a total
of 202 students admitted to a CSU and/or UC, but only 20% chose to attend. School D’s
enrollment rate was the lowest at 13%. There are a variety of issues contributing to these
decisions, but ultimately the school’s college going culture is an overriding factor.
Table 29. UC/CSU Combined Enrollment Yield Rate
# 12th
Graders

UC Enrolls

CSU Enrolls

Total UC/CSU
Enrolls

UC/CSU Yield

School A

292

19

74

93

32%

School B

101

16

34

50

50%

School D

418

15

41

56

13%

School E

443

38

50

88

20%

School N

146

15

45

60

41%

*data not available for School C

In order to determine why the UC/CSU enrollment rate was so low for Schools D and E, we
referenced the end-of-year survey responses from the SLAM class of 2019. In Schools D and E
students self-reported plans to attend a Community College in Fall 2019 at 52% and 41%
respectively (see Table 30).
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Table 30. SLAM Class of 2019 College Enrollments (Student Self-Report)

# of
SLAM
Students
Self
Reporting

UC

CSU

Community
College

Private
College/Univ.

Other (None/
Undecided)

School A

53

19% (10)

42% (22)

34% (18)

2% (1)

4% (2)

School B

21

33% (7)

19% (4)

5% (1)

14% (3)

29% 96)

School C

32

25% (8)

44% (14)

19% (6)

3% (1)

9% (3)

School D

27

15% (4)

11% (3)

52% (14)

19% (5)

4% (1)

School E

29

3% (1)

48% (14)

41% (12)

3% (1)

3% (1)

School N

82

24% (20)

52% (43)

16% (13)

1% (1)

6% (5)

These rates of SLAM students from schools D and E electing community college surpass the other
sites. These rates are unexpected for several reasons. First, these are highly motivated college
bound students who may not be correctly matching to a college that will provide the highest
likelihood of graduation. Students who applied to the SLAM program specifically stated that
they were interested in attending a CSU after graduation. Another reason the rates are
unexpected is that nearly 80% of SLAM students passed their college math course indicating that
they are ready for the academic rigor of college.
Based on the observations in Schools D and E, a new College and Career Readiness Initiative
was designed with the district to implement a stronger district wide College Going Culture.
Professional Development for all K-12 administrators, counselors, and teachers on college
admission and financial aid is planned for the 2019-2020 school year. Incorporated into the PD
will be resources to help staff utilize historical college going data points to set goals and revise
practices.

A New Structure is Needed for Dual-Enrollment with the CSU
The CSU dual-enrollment courses (aka SLAM) continue to be lauded by teachers, professors,
administrators, and students. Students contend that the unique opportunity of taking a collegelevel math class in high school has prepared them for college in terms of study skills, time
management, communicating with professors, seeking help, etc. The list goes on. Teachers
credit the experience as being excellent professional development opportunities while providing
them a unique support network to prepare their students for college. Professors learn how to
bridge the gaps from high school to college. Administrators love the quantitative outcomes for
math completion and graduation.
All positive outcomes aside, the institutional barriers are massive. Neither the CSU nor K-12
systems are equipped for dual-enrollment during the regular school day. A major issue is
navigating CSU collective bargaining agreements with courses taught by high school teachers.
Even when the teacher is an adjunct of the university, the issue of wages paid by the school
district create complications. On the K-12 side, one major issue is finding qualified teachers who
possess a master’s degree in math.
This year the dual-credit component of the program ended at two schools when the teacher
left and no-one else was qualified. We anticipated this and had prepared an alternate school
with comparative demographics so the research could continue. However, we fear that two
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years of work and learning left those schools with those teachers. Further research will determine
what remains.
These challenges have been the topic of conversation with all stakeholders for a few years. We
have been actively exploring and piloting options for scale to address both the changes in
staffing and systemic barriers. For example, this semester we piloted a blended learning option
with the CSU Statistics program at two high schools but quickly learned it was not working.
Our current idea is to keep professors at a site to co-teach with multiple teachers. With the
professor teaching the course, the master’s degree is not required. This will help spread the
learning throughout the department and address the collective bargaining and staffing issues.
For co-teachers who do have the master’s degree, we have found that they become adjunct
faculty of the university after three years in the program and take on leadership roles providing
research and professional development to the college math department. The plan is to focus
university resources on the lowest performing schools to develop a sustained relationship and
bring about systemic changes in the school.

LIMITATIONS
Data collection has been a constant limitation of all components of M-PReP. From a
programmatic level, teachers in Schools D and E were restricted from accessing key data and
prevented from engaging in meaningful decision making. This issue has plagued these schools
for two years despite continual efforts from M-PReP to rectify the problem. Also affecting
programmatic decisions, this year’s CAASPP and AP data were not available until the official
state release in early October. These data were needed by the sties for goal setting planning for
the year. Give the late release, we were not able to provide the sites with reports until late
October.
From a research perspective, tracking students once they leave high school and attend college
continues to be a major undertaking. We are able to obtain transcript-level data from our MPReP partners but our students are scattered throughout the UC, CSU and CCC systems. We
order transcripts individually and need to manually enter the data from each one. The work is
long and laborious. Despite having signed release forms, we are still unable to obtain data for all
students as some colleges only release transcript data to students. Survey responses are also
difficult to obtain from college students and we often have to report with a response rate of
approximately 50%.
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